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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Fusion Synfuels Workshop held at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)

on August 27-29, 1979 examined the current status of candidate synfuel pro-

cesses and the R&D required to develop the capability for fusion synfuel

production.

Presentations during the first day of the Workshop described results from

the present DOE/CFE fusion synfuel programs and related programs from the Divi-

sion of Energy Storage in DOE. The General Atomic (GA) study on high-temperature

nitrogen fixation was also described. Summaries of the presentations are in-

cluded in this report, based on material supplied by the various speakers.

During the second day of the Workshop, participants divided into five work-

ing groups, covering the following areas:

1. Economics and Applications,

2. High-Temperature Electrolysis,

3. Thermochemical Processes (Including hybrid thermo-electrochemical),

4. Blanket and Materials, and

5. High-Efficiency Power Cycles.

Radiolytic synfuel processes were not covered since there was general agree-

ment that the projected efficiencies were too low for a viable process. Studies

of a single-step CO- thermal decomposition process requiring temperatures above

2300 K were presented, but were.not discussed during the working group sessions be-

cause of limited time and the desire to concentrate on lower temperature processes.

Each working group presented a summary of their conclusions and recommenda-

tions to all participants during the third day of the Workshop. These summaries

are given in the next Section of this report.

There was general consensus that fusion reactors could potentially generate

very high-process temperatures. The unique ability of the 14-MeV fusion neutrons

to penetrate deeply into natter, can generate very high temperatures in fusion

blanket interiors. With suitable thermal insulation, the first wall and blanket

structural components can be kept at a much lower temperature than the interior.

Heat extracted from the interior can then be used directly or indirectly in a

variety of processes to decompose water into hydrogen and oxygen.
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Economics and Applications

Hydrogen produced by fusion energy will have many uses, including a major

role for portable liquid and gaseous fuels. Potential direct markets for hydro-

gen, include a feedstock for chemical synthesis (e.g., ammonia, refining, etc.)

and a fuel, either by itself or as a blend with natural gas. Hydrogen and high-

temperature steam from a fusion reactor could also be combined with coal to pro-

duce a wide range of carbonaceous synthetic fuels including SNG (synthetic natural

gas), gasoline, jet fuel, heating oil, etc. Coal usage would be reduced by a

factor of approximately three for a given synfuel output, greatly easing coal pro-

duction constraints, reducing environmental problems (including toxic emissions

and CO. effects on global climate), and lowering product cost.

The main findings of the working group were:

1. There is a substantial market for fusion H_ if the supply is assured at

a reasonable cost. Hydrogen would initially be blended with natural gas and used

for ammonia synthesis. Hydrogen can be blended to 20% with natural gas without

changes in present pipelines or burners. Fusion/coal is promising for producing

synthetic hydrocarbons, with H« transmitted for long distances to coal fields.

Hydrogen production offers a built-in storage capability for fusion reactors.

2. When fusion is demonstrated (i.e., 2000 to 2010 AD), gas utilities will

have fewer supply options than electric utilities, and it is highly probable that

they would purchase early commercial fusion/H- reactors.

3. The question of whether dedicated fusion synfuel plants are superior

to combined synfuel/electric generation plants was discussed, but no consensus

was reached. Resolution of this issue appears to require more study.

4. The projected cost of hydrogen from a fusion synfuels plant is comparable

to the projected costs of SNG from large coal gasifiers, and would be cheaper for

unit reactor costs on the order of $400/kW(th) and fusion-to-hydrogen efficiency

of 50%.

5. Because of the long time scale for fusion R&D, it appears unlikely that

private industry will invest any substantial amount of money in fusion synfuel

development. The group recommended that DOE carry out an aggressive program on

advanced high-efficiency blankets, so that synfuel processes would be available

for the first commercial fusion reactors. Development of advanced blankets would
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benefit both synfuel and electrical applications, since the latter can also use

high-temperature technology to increase electrical generation efficiency.

High-Temperature Electrolysis

There has been substantial development and testing of high-temperature elec-

trolyzers by various groups in the 1300 K temperature range. Single- and multi-

cell stacks have been successfully tested for long periods, including a five-year

test by Brown Boveri with a projected lifetime of over 10 years. Materials and

fabrication techniques appear well developed for operation at temperature levels

of 1300 K, and experiments are being carried out at temperatures of 1700 K.

Experiments to date on candidate blanket materials indicate that Al-0- and

ZrO2 are compatible with a steam-hydrogen process stream to at least 1400 K. Con-

ceptual HTE process designs have been carried out, with projected over-all effi-

ciencies (fusion-to-hydrogen chemical energy) of 50 to 70% at an electrolysis

temperature of 1700 K, depending on operating parameters.

The interdependent areas discussed for HTE development work include:

1. electrochemical losses,

2. fabrication of electrolyzer cell stacks,

3. creep rates of materials,

4. impurity effects,

5. compatibility—solid/solid and solid/vapor reactions, and

6. effects of large concentrations and electrical gradients.

These areas are discussed in detail in the HTE Working Group summary.

Materials and fabrication techniques for present HTE cell stacks have been

developed for 1300 K. Materials and fabrication techniques for higher temperatures,

e.g., ^1700 K should be tested In multi-cell stacks for extended periods in order

to determine reliability data and projected costs. Y.ttria-doped zirconia is the

preferred material for the support tube and electrolyte; promising materials for

the electrodes and interconnections have been identified.

A two-part HTE development program is recommended. The first part would test

multi-cell stacks using different materials and fabrication techinques. Long-

term tests of the most promising approach would be carried out for a several-

kilowatt array at M.700 K. First-phase cost is about $5 million spread over five

to ten years, depending on funding availability and time schedules. Since
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long-term reliability tests require a long time scale, a program must be started

relatively soon if HTE is to be applied in first-generation fusion synfuel

plants. In the second phase, a HTE demonstration plant would operate at M700 K

and about 1 MW. This would require funding of ̂ $20 million and a time scale of

five years.

Thermochemical Processes

The Thermochemical Working Group reviewed the status of pure and hybrid

thermochemical water-splitting processes. The three most promising cycles involve

high-temperature thermal dissociation of l^SO,: the GA pure thermochemical process

using iodine and sulfurlc acid; the Westirighouse hybrid cycle with SCL depolariza-

tion of the oxygen electrode in low-temperature water electrolysis; and the Mark-13

cycle at ISPRA, with low-temperature electrolysis of HBr.

Projected large-scale plant efficiencies (fusion heat-to-hydrogen) range from

40% (Westinghouse cycle) to 47% for the GA cycle. The three cycles are now at the

bench-scale level, with each producing several liters/min of H_ (equivalent to

several hundred watts). LASL has produced a fourth sulfuric acid cycle, using de-

composition of solid bismuth sulfate at high temperatures, rather than sulfuric

acid. This cycle has not yet been demonstrated at the bench scale.

These cycles require the development of a high-temperature intermediate heat

exchanger and process equipment capable of operating at temperatures on the order

of VL100 to 1200 K, in the presence of highly corrosive concentrated sulfuric acid

or solid sulfates.

Fusion reactors should have considerably higher temperatures than HTGR's, with

potentially higher efficiencies and simpler cycles for the thermochemical produc-

tion of hydrogen. The Working Group reconmends that for thermochemical processes,

the design target be ̂ 1500 K at the exit of an intermediate heat exchanger, and *

that cycles be sought that could effectively use such temperatures. Although cur-

rent engineering materials are not suitable for 1500 K thermochemical processes,

the Group feels that it may be possible to develop materials and techniques for

1500 K.

The Group recommends that R&D be carried out to identify the most promising

thermochemical cycles. During Stage I, two candidate cycles would be selected

for bench-scale demonstration. These would be tested In Stage II, and the most
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promising one selected for a Stage III pilot-plant demonstration. Funding re-

quirements would be about $33 million for Stage I over five years, and about $14

million for Stage II over three years. Stage III funding is not specified. The

pilot-plant would produce 1 ton/day of H^ and would require about five years to

carry out.

Blankets and Materials

Presentations were made of six types of high-temperature process heat blan-

kets: The ANL flowing solids blanket (J. dePaz); the BNL steam-cooled, two-

temperature zone blanket (J. Fillo); the GA air-cooled blanket for NO fixation

(L. Rovner); the LASL high-temperature lithium blanket (J. Pendergass); the MSNW

blanket for direct thermal dissociation of C02 (A. Hertzberg); and the UW/EXXON

hybrid blanket for catalytic coal gasification (B. Fryer and J. Gallagher). Also

presented was a description of the Engineering Test Station (ETS) being designed

for the TFTR at PPPL (D. Jassby). This facility could be used for tests of proto-

type synfuel modules. Summaries of these designs are included in this report.

The ETS facility in the TFTR will be available for blanket module testing

using the extended DT neutron source/spectrum characteristics of TFTR. Neutron

flux distributions, heating profiles, and absorption rates could be determined

much more realistically in this facility than with a point neutron source. The

neutron source strength would be sufficient to carry out accurate neutronic experi-

ments on synfuel modules but not high enough to produce significant amounts of

synfuel product. However, such neutronic experiments may be a necessary prelude

to more extensive tests in ETF. Typical pulse lengths are expected to be on the

order of 1 sec, with wall loads during the pulse on the order of a tenth of a

MW(th)/m2.

The Blanket Working Group examined the ANL moving pebble-bed blanket, the

BNL steam-cooled ceramic blanket, the LASL high-temperature lithium blanket, and

the IJW/EXXON hybrid blanket. With regard to the moving bed concept, management

of ball flow, possible fines, and ball integrity are of concern, along with acom-

modations of the necessary equipment, particularly in the core region of a Tokamak.

In order to achieve a high average pebble temperature, i.e., on the order of 1400 K,

it probably will be necessary to have a complex, two-compartment flow chamber. It

was noted that there is substantial industrial backgrouM experience with moving bed

heat transfer, and this should be investigated in more c\'ail.
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The BNL steam-cooled blanket was examined; the primary needs appear to be

for materials irradiation data for fusion energy neutrons and more design detail

on manifolding and insulation. Zirconium oxide appears to be a better blanket

material than A1_O,, judging from available neutron data. It is recommended that

design work proceed.

The LASL lithium blanket was also examined; though preliminary measurements

indicate that TZM is compatible with liquid lithium at very high temperatures

(e.g., "V1900 K), small impurity levels of 0, N, or C are very corrosive. The

large TZM chamber may be difficult to form and a lithium leak could pose a

severe accident. The complex composite wall blanket and heat exchanger involves

new design principles and would require development work.

The Working Group concluded that the three design concepts appear to repre-

sent potentially viable synfuel blanket designs. It was recommended that their

development should proceed, progressing into more detailed designs, appropriate

materials, and process research, subassembly testing (first on bench scale, then

TFTR and ETF), with final full-concept proof testing on the demonstration reactor.

This development should be coordinated with the development of blankets for elec-

tric generation. Finally, it was recommended that initial programmatic goals

should emphasize process conditions ;hat would be possible with relatively short-

lead times by minimizing the demands made on materials performance and other

technological developments. More ambitious goals should follow later. This ap-

proach appears to yield useful and desirable application for high-temperature

electrolysis and thermochemical processes. In general, blankets for these appli*

cations appear to have a high expectation of success, given a carefully-planned,

adequately-funded, and efficiently-executed program.

High Efficiency Power Cycles

Thermal energy from high-temperature blankets can be used in advanced power

cycles to generate electricity at considerably higher efficiencies (i.e., 50 to

60%) than the range normally considered for fusion reactors (i.e., 30 to 40%).

Such efficiencies allow the production of hydrogen by low-temperature electrolysis

(i.e., SPE) at a relatively high over-all efficiency (i.e., 45 to 55%). When

coupled with high-temperature electrolyzers or hybrid thermochemical cycles, high-

efficiency power cycles could generate H. with an over-all efficiency approach-

ing 70%, (fusion energy to hydrogen chemical energy).
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The Power Cycle Working Group discussed the present state of power cycles

and assessed the performance tc be anticipated using the various advanced cycle

options. With modest improvements, it appears possible to achieve a gross ef-

ficiency of *45% by using a conventional type of steam power cycle. Auxiliary

power equipment losses (e.g., boiler feed pumps) are included In this estimate,

but not power requirements for the fusion reactor (magnets, plasma, heating, etc.).

High-temperature-turbine cycles, with either noble gas or steam working

fluids, should yield higher efficiencies in the range of 50 to 60%. High-temper-

ature steam-turbine cycles will require some blade-cooling technique, probably

of the transpiration type. With blade cooling, steam turbines can probably

operate up to ̂ 1800 K.

Noble gas turbine cycles should operate with uncooled blades to considerably

higher temperatures than steam turbines. With refractory metal blading (e.g.,

molybdenum) uncooled noble gas turbines can probably operate up to ̂ 1700 K, and

even higher with cooling.

Operation at even higher temperatures appears possible using wave energy

exchangers or MHD; temperatures approaching the limit for refractory blanket

interior materials, (2800 K for graphite or carbides and inert gas coolant)

should be feasible using these power cycles. Power cycle efficiencies above 60Z

should be possible using these cycles in conjunction with a steam bottoming cycle.

However, only the energy deposited in the very high-temperature blanket interior

would be available to these power cycles.

The wave energy exchanger has the potential for use over a relatively wide

temperature range, with a variety of different working fluids. This feature can

be significant in determining an optimum power cycle/coolant combination.

Major conclusions may be summarized as follows:

Fusion systems appear to lend themselves very effectively to high-

efficiency energy conversion systems. Depending on the temperature range, ef-

ficiencies between 40 and 75Z appear possible. For example, at 800 K, 452 appears

available with existing technology. If blankets can be developed beyond the

2200 K range, system efficiencies between 65 and 75Z are not out of the question.

The blanket systems currently being considered for synthetic fuel produc-

tion lend themselves in general very well to such high-efficiency energy conversion



systems. However, special attention will have to be paid to maintaining a large

fraction of the available enthalpy from these blankets at the very highest pos-

sible working temperatures, consistent with the requirement of breeding and a

practical fusion system.

High-efficiency cycles are critical to the development of synthetic fuel

operation. In particular, high-efficiency energy conversion systems, when inte-

grated with synthetic fuel plants, are required as a necessary aspect of maxi-

mizing the return for such a capital-intensive energy production system.

The above discussions are preliminary and are intended to act only as

guides for further studies to examine the best ways of combining high-efficiency

energy systems with synthetic fuel production.

The Working Group recommends that more detailed system studies of advanced

power cycles for fusion reactors be carried out to determine the most promising

options and the expected power cycle efficiencies. High-temperature blanket de-

signs would be investigated for their suitability with advanced power cycles.

WORKSHOP RECOMMENDATIONS

The major Workshop recommendations may be summarized as follows:

High Temperature Electrolysis (HTE)

Test multi-cell stacks using different materials and fabrication techni-

ques for an extended period of time operating In the kilowatt range at ̂ 1700 K.

Estimated cost would be about $5 million spread over five to ten years, depending

upon funding availability and time schedules.

Operate a HTE demonstration plant in the megawatt range at VL700 K. Re-

quired funding is estimated to be ̂ $20 million over five years.

Thermochemical Processes

Stage I—R&D should be carried out to identify the most promising thermo-

chemical cycles. Two candidate cycles would be selected for bench-scale demonstra-

tion. Funding requirements are estimated to be ̂ $33 million over five years.

Stage II—Test candidate cycles and select the most promising for a pilot-

plant demonstration. Funding requirements are estimated to be ̂ $14 million over

three years.
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Stage III—Operate pilot-plant demonstration over five years producing

1 ton/day of hydrogen. Funding requirements were not specified.

Blanket and Materials

Development should proceed on ANL, BNL, and LASL synfuel blanket designs,

progressing into more detailed design, appropriate materials, and process research,

subassembly testing (first on bench-scale, then TFTR and ETF), with final full-

concept proof testing on the demonstration reactor.

Development should be coordinated with the development of blankets for

electric generation.

Initial programmatic goals should emphasize process conditions that would

be possible with relatively short-lead times by minimizing the demands made on

materials performance and other technological developments.

High-Efficiency Power Cycles

More detailed system studies of advanced power cycles for fusion reactors

should be carried out to determine the most promising options and the expected

power cycle efficiencies.

High-teaperature blanket designs should be investigated for their suit-

ability with advanced power cycles.
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INTRODUCTION

The Fusion/Synthetic Fuels Workshop was held at Broofchgyen National Labora-

tory on August 27-29, 1979. The organizational structure of the Workshop took

on the following form:

« Summary of fusion synfuel technology options-̂ OFE programs, non<-QFE
programs (1st day)

• Working group meetings-discussions (2nd day)

• Summary reports from working groups (3rd day).

• Plenary discussions of working group findings (3rd day)

Presentations of the current fusion/synfuel technology options include;

A. Need for Hydrogen from an Inexhaustible Resource
F. J. Salzano, Brookhaven National laboratory

B. Synthetic Fuels from Fusion Reactors and Coal
M. Steinberg, Brookhaven National Laboratory

C. Fusion High-Temperature Electrolysis
J. A. Fillo, Brookhaven National Laboratory

D. A Tritium Self-Sufficient 1600 K Process Heat Fusion Reactor
Blanket Concept
J. H. Pendergrass, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

E. CO/H2 Production using Fusion Reactor Heat
Professor A. Hertzberg, University of Washington

F. A High Temperature Fusion Reactor Design
J. F. de Paz, Argonne National Laboratory

G. Fusion Blanket Materials Tests
J. A. Fillo, Brookhaven National Laboratory

H. Production of Substitute Natural Gas by a Fusion Hybrid Reactor
Coupled to a Catalyzed Coal Gasification Plant
B. Fryer, Exxon Nuclear Company, Incorporated, and
J. P. Gallagher, Jr., Exxon Research and Engineering Company

I. Nitrogen Fixation with Fusion Heat
L. H. Rovner, General Atomics

J. High Efficiency Power Cycles - Part I
J. R. Powell, Brookhaven National Laboratory

K. High Efficiency Power Cycles-Part II
Professor A. Hertzberg, University of Washington

L. TFTR Blanket Module Experiments
D. L. Jassby, Prince Plasma Physics Laboratory

These are summarized in a latter section.
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The workshop groups, participants, and their affiliations were;

1. HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYSIS
Co-Chairman: H. Isaacs (BNL) and A. Isenberg (Westinghouse)
Participants: H. Anderson (University of Missouri)

R. Cannon (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
J. Patterson (Iowa State University)
D. Readey (Ohio State University)
B. Rossing (Westinghouse)
S. Srinivasan (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
R. Thome (Argonne National Laboratory)
C. Yang (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
T. Mason (Northwestern University)
L. Hobbs (Case Western University)

2. THERMOCHEMICAL PROCESSES
Co-chairmen: B. Abraham (ANL) and L. Booth (LASL)
Participants: E. Besenbruch (General Atomics)

M. Bowman (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory)
K. Cox (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory)
G. Parker (Westinghouse)
H. Marsh (Jet Propulsion Laboratory)

3. HIGH EFFICIENCY POWER CYCLES
Co-Chairmen: A. Hertzberg (U. of W.A) and J. Powell (BNL)
Participants: A. Chalfant (United Technology Research Center)

H. Klumpe (Ralph M. Parsons Company)
J. Kokoszenski (Ralph M, Parsons Company)
J. Louis (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
R. Scully (EBASCO)
G. Seikel (NASA)

4. BLANKET AND MATERIALS
Co-Chairmen: J. Fillo (BNL) and L. Rovner (GA)
Participants: F. Clinard (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory)

J. de Paz (Argonne National Laboratory)
A. Goland (BNL)
F. Horn (BNL)
0. Krikorian (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory)
R. Ng (Department of Energy)
J. Pendergrass (Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory)
W. Pettus (Babcock & Wilcox Research Center)
D. Rowe (Rowe & Associates)
J. Sheehan (General Atomics)
R. Werner (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory)

5. ECONOMICS AND APPLICATIONS
Co-Chairmen; B. Eastlund (BDM,) and B. Jensen (PSE & G)
Participants; M, Beller (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

V. Bendanillo (Gas Research Institute)
S. L. Bogart (Science Applications, Incorporated)
H. Deane (Elkin Stroud)
B. Fryer (Exxon Nuclear, Incorporated)
M, Kelley (Tesas Gas Transmission Company)



F. Keenan (Chase-Manhattan Bank)
J. Kokoszenski (Ralph M. Parsons Company)
D. Paul (Electric Power Research Institute)
F. Salzano (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
M. Steinberg (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
E. Tanner (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory)
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A. SUMMARY OF ECONOMICS AND APPLICATIONS WORKING GROUP
Presented by B. Eastlund and B. Jensen

ECONOMICS AND APPLICATIONS

The economics and applications group began its discussions by trying to

define the issues in purely commercial considerations such as return on in-

vestment, which would be raised in the board room of a major corporation con-

sidering investment of its own funds in a synfuels from fusion development

project. Long time-scales and the lack of prototype or demo information were

quickly shown to make it impossible to take such a classical business approach.

However, where possible, the committee did adhere to business-related issues.

The discussion was divided into four areas; market definition, status of

fusion reactor development, investment features, and international implications.

Participants in the group represented industry (energy companies, architect

and engineering firms, electric and gas utilities), national laboratories,

professional service firms, and banking and investment firms. The attitudes

that were displayed from this broad mix of individuals ranged from those who

felt tests of the technology necessary for synthetic fuels production should

be immediately incorporated into designs of the ETF and commercial prototypes

to those who felt that the risks of such a step were too great and synfuels

production technology should be tested in a separate program and incorporated

in fusion reactor prototypes at a later date.

A consensus was developed on the following points:

1. Hydrogen would be an attractive product. The market could absorb

hydrogen produced today if it were available at a reasonable cost.

2. Production of hydrocarbon fuels is another promising application

which would result from operation of fusion reactors in symbiosis

with coal production facilities.

3. It is highly probable that the first commercial fusion reactor would

be purchased by the gas utilities for hydrogen production,

4. Synfuels blanket should be developed early to assure their availability

for early commercial fusion reactors.

5. The cost of hydrogen produced in fusion reactors (in 1979 dollars)

would be in the same range as that predicted for large commercial

gasifiers. See Figure 1.
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6. A fusion augmented synthetic fuels industry would produce substan-

tially less quantities of coal wastes and toxic chemicals. It could

lead to an infrastructure with little dependence on coal, leading to

a reduction and possible elimination of C02 problems.

7. Synthetic fuels as a product would decouple the reactor from an elec-

trical grid.

MARKET DEFINITION

Gas and hydrocarbon liquid fuels are both large and increasingly lucrative

energy markets. Fusion reactors can be designed to produce hydrogen gas or

- could be operated with accet" to coal supplies and produce liquid hydrocarbon

fuels.

A. Potential Applications

(1) Hydrogen Production

The hydrogen may be produced for direct use in space conditioning, trans-

portation or for industrial use. Hydrogen may also be used as a supplement

for methane by blending it with pipeline gas. Studies indicate that 10-20%

hydrogen may be blended with pipeline gas without requiring any changes in

either the pipelines or burners.

(2) Liquid Hydrocarbon Fuels

The production of hydrocarbon fuels appears to be another promising appli-

cation of fusion energy. This application, however, involves a coal symbiosis.

The hydrogen produced using fusion energy may also be used in the gasification

of coal. Alternatively, fusion may provide process heat to be used for coal

gasification. This heat can be used for other industrial processes as well,

providing electricity as a by-product through cogeneration. Fusion-coal in-

tegrated systems need not site the fusion and coal plants at the same location.

Hydrogen for use in coal gasification plants may be shipped over a distance

to the coal processing facility. It is important, however, to assure that

the availabilities of the fusion and coal plants be compatible. In this re-

gard, the use of hydrogen rather than, process heat offers the advantage of a

natural storage capability. The Workshop participants concluded that combin-

ing fusion and coal technologies may provide economic benefits depending on

the particular process used.
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B. Merits of Application

Several criteria are used to analyze the merits of the potential appli-

cations.

(1) Sensitivity to Disruption

The sensitivity to disruption translates into added reserve requirements

and consequently adds to the cost.

(2) Cost of Product

The cost of the product is discussed more fully in the section on invest-

ment features.

(3) Ease of Commercialization

Ease of commercialization is another important factor in selecting the

preferred fusion application(s). Both the degree cf perturbation that the

application would impose on existing systems, and the complexity of the as-

sociated technology contribute to the ease or difficulty of commercialization.

The time-frame in which tbe technology might become available and the charac-

teristics of competing technologies must be considered before selecting the

preferred fusion application(s).

C. Hydrogen Market

Since very little hydrogen is actually used today, it Is appropriate to

ask whether the market would absorb the hydrogen produced. The group concluded

that if an assured supply of hydrogen were made available at a reasonable

cost, the market would certainly absorb it. Initial use of hydrogen can be

made through the blending of hydrogen with pipeline methane, as mentioned

earlier. Non-car, ^c liquid fuels appear to be more expensive than pure hy-

drogen, due to the aujed processes involved.

The fusion reactor is expected to be demonstrated during the first de-

cade in the 21st century. In that time period, the gas utilities would pro-

bably have fewer options available to them (the Gas Research Institute con-

siders the raising of seaweed for methane production to be fusion's major

competing alternative in that time-frame) than would the electrical utilities.

It is, therefore, highly probable that the first commercial fusion reactor

would be purchased by the gas utilities for hydrogen production. The Workshop

strongly recommended that synfuel blankets be developed early to assure their

availability for these early commercial fusion reactors.
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D. Synthetic Hydrocarbon Fuels Market

The coming scarcity of liquid hydrocarbon fuels assures a ready market

for fuels produced from symbiotic fusion-coal complexes,

E. Dedicated Synfuels Plants Compared tc Dual Purpose Electric-Synfuels
Plants

An attempt was made during the Workshop to decide on the merits of a

dedicated fusion synfuel plant relative to the merits of an electricity and

synfuel combination plant. An advantage of the combination plant is its

ability to switch from the production of electricity to that of a storable

synfuel, during low electrical demand intervals. Such a combination plant

consists of three subplants: the fusion plant, the electrical conversion

plant, and the synthetic fuel plant. At the periods when electrical produc-

tion is needed, the synfuel plant would idle; similarly, at low electrical

demand periods, the electrical plant would be idle. Further study is required

to assess the tradeoff between the cost of the idle plant and the advantage of

inherent energy storage capability.

STATUS OF F0SION REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

In view of the absence of prototype of conmercial demonstration equipment,

it was felt important that some concrete aspect of fusion be identified. The

payoff of successful fusion synthetic fuel development would be great enough

over the coming centuries to merit almost any finite investment of dollars

and effort over the next twenty or thirty years. However, it would of course

be a bad investment if fusion synfuel production didn't work at all.

The group believes that fusion confinement sufficient for net energy pro-

duction will be proven with a high degree of certainty with operation of the

TFTR device at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. With the verification of

feasibility in the 1985 time-frame, we would see in principle, that the ability

to make and operate synthetic fuel production systems does not rest on funda-

mental unknowns. It rests on the development of proper materials technology

and the ability to engineer and build commercially operable systems.

The successful commercialization of fusion synfuels depends also on safety

and the environmental impact of fusion synfuels reactors.
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E. Safety

Fusion reactors have the following well<-knovn safety features;

(1) No possibility of runaway from nuclear reactions,

(2) The maximum hazards would result from tritium release.

(3) There are no fission products.

(4) There is a possibility of operating the fusion reactor with D-D

and thus not needing any tritium production capability.

F. Reduction of CO,

A fusion augmented synthetic fuels industry would produce substantially

less quantities of coal wastes and toxic chemicals than an all coal synthe-

tic fuels industry. It could also lead to an all hydrogen based fuel indus-

try with little dependence on coal, leading to a reduction and possible elimi-

nation of CO- produc. .ion.

INVESTMENT FEATURES

A. Cost Comparisons to Become More Favorable to Fusion Synfuels Because of
Low Cost Fusion Fuel

As costs on conventional synthetic fuels plants escalate in lock-step

with world oil prices, fusion reactors producing synfuels appear to offer a

technology that is going to become increasingly more competitive. The price

differential between fusion produced synfuel and pure fossil based fuels has

narrowed rapidly in the last few years. This is because while projected

plant capital costs have risen rapidly for both technologies, the price of

fossil fuels has risen- greatly, while the fusion fuel remains inexpensive, it

is readily available and unlikely to change enough to effect economics.

B. Estimated Costs of Fusion Produced Hydrogen

Capital costs for a fusion reactor were assumed to range between 400 and

600/KW(t). Table 1 was developed assuming a plant utilization factor of 9O3S.*
TABLE 1

Fusion Capital H2 Production H2 Cost in
Cost $/KW(t) . Efficiency $/MMBTU

400 ,36 6,90
400 .60 4,18
600 .36 10,40
600 .60 6,28

"Fusion synfuels plants will be high technology devices and thus require sig-
nificant investment to achieve high on-line availability.
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These costs compare favorably with projected costs for large coal gasi-

fication plants as shown in Figure 1.

C. Materials Availability

Materials availability is an issue, but not one that distinguishes fusion

synfuels from other candidate synfuels processes.

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

The group did not have sufficient tine to discuss details of international

issues, but felt strongly that fusion synfuels could have a favorable impact

on foreign sources of liquid hydrocarbons.
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B. HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER ELECTROLYSIS
Presented by H. Isaacs and A. Isenberg

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The electrochemical decomposition of water into its elements is an

endothermic reaction requiring both heat and electricity. The production

of electricity, from the fusion reactor heat, is Carnot limited. If con-

ventional methods of electricity production are used, the efficiencies will

approach 40%. On the other hand, the heat required for the endothermic re-

action is used directly at essentially 100% efficiency, and a definite advan-

tage is gained by Increasing the ratio of the direct heat to the electrical

energy required.

The energy required for water decomposition is equal to the reaction

enthalpy AH for the reaction:

H2 + | - H2O (1)

At a temperature T, the necessary thermal f.nergy results from an entropy

change AS and is given by TAS. The required electrical energy is equivalent

to the free energy change AG, and these energies must equal the reaction

enthalpy, i.e.,

AH0 - AG# + TAS* (2)

A plot of the equation is shown schematically in Fig. 1, where AG decreases

with increasing temperature. As the temperature increases, the ratio of ther-

mal energy (TAS) to electrical energy (AG) increases. This increase results

in an increased efficiency of the overall process and hence the higher the

temperature of electrolysis, the greater will be the efficiency with which the

fusion energy is converted to hydrogen.

An electrolysis cell is shown schematically in Fig. 2, using a conducting

electrolyte. At the cathode, water is reduced to oxygen ions and hydrogen,

which mixes with the steam. The oxygen ions move across the electrolyte via a

vancancy migration mechanism, and react at the anode to form oxygen. The

potential across the cell E is given by the Nernst equation

E - E- - § m
(3)

where p is the partial pressure in atmospheres, R the gas constant, F the

faraday and

E- - § (4)
- 13 -
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Figure 2. Schematic Of A Water Vapor Electrolyzer Cell
Showing Directions Of Current Flow.
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The arrows in Fig. 2 show the direction of current flow for all designs

considered for high temperature solid oxide systems. The flow of current is

along the length of the electrodes and if the cells are too long, large re-

sistances would result in voltage losses when currents flow. This considera-

tion in the design of stacks of cells or batteries leads to narrow cells in

series for both electrolyzers or fuel cells. A modern design of an electro-

lyzer cell stack is shown in Fig. 3, This stack Is deposited on a porous tube

and allows for an extremely thin supported cell layer of about 100 pm thick.

The need for the deposited cell stack arose because with previous designs the

resistance of the electrolyte dominated the voltage-current characteristics

of the electrochemical cells. In unsupported cell stacks, the electrolyte

also acted as the mechanical structure and therefore could not be made too

thin because of strength limitations.

The efficiency of the electrolyzer depends on voltage losses which in-

crease the operating potential of the cells to values greater than that given

by Eq. (3). The additional voltage required or "bverpotential" arises from

the resistances of all the components (the anode, cathode, electrolyte and in-

terconnections between cells in the stack) and also because of kinetic limita-

tions of the electrode reactions,

H_O + 2e~ - 20" + H2 (4)

at the cathode and

20* « 02 + Ae" (5)

at the anode. These limitations may depend on the diffusion of the water,

hydrogen or oxygen in the pores of the electrode structure or on the material

depending on the mechanisms of the reaction. These limitations depend on the

electrodes morphologies and materials, while the resistances are established

by physical properties, material resistivities and thicknesses of the electrode,

electrolyte and interconnections.

The voltage losses increase the electrical energy required for elec-

trolysis and as this energy is lost in the form of heat, (equal to the over-

voltage times the current flowing) less heat is supplied to the electrolyzer.

The net result is an increased consumption of electrical energy and a reduction

in plant efficiency. The losses also increase with current densities, which

in turn determine the size of the plant and hence its capital costs for a

particular hydrogen production race.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AMD PRESENT STATUS OF HIGH TEMPERATURE STEAM ELECTROLYZERS

The high temperature electrolyzers and fuel cells which have similar cell

stack designs and developments In one area reflect directly on the other. In

the past and at present where efficient use of fossil fuels has been a major

consideration, the developments in high temperature systems have come from

fuel cell studies. At present a greater emphasis is being placed on water

electrolyzers, and Investigations In both areas are being conducted in Europe

and the USA.

The use of solid electrolyte for the electrochemical production of hydro-

gen has been considered by a number of organizations. In 1968, General

Electric presented a model and analysis of an electrolyzer for operation at

10006C. The approximate size was between 30 and 350 kW electric, corresponding

to a hydrogen production rate of between 10,000 and 60,000 scf/day. Tubular

ceils were constructed from ZrO2~Y2°3 with iron oxide added to assist sintering.

Lanthanum or praseodynium cobaltite anodes and porous nickel cathodes with 10%

ZrO2 as a sintering inhibitor were investigated. Material problems and the de-

sign and fabrication of both single cells and multicell devices were described

(3). An analysis of the thermodynamics and cell design was also given. One

analysis considered the use of CO as a depolarizing gas added to the anode com-

partment of the cell to reduce the potential and hence the electricity c>sts.

In present concepts and with future use of high temperature electrolysis, it

is unlikely that this fuel will no'.- be available to operate the cells in such

a mode.

A recent (4) analysis proposed the use of high temperature solid oxide

electrolyzers in conjunction with a high efficiency low temperature fuel cell.

The dissociation-recombination cycle converts the high temperature energy into

electrical energy, and overcones the need for moving parts which limit the

present maximum temperature for turbine systems for the production of elec-r

tricity. This approach was further developed to employ other chemical systems

and tests on cell components (5). The electrolyzer design was a hypor-shaped

("like an egg crate") or flat-disc ceramic electrolyte sandwiched between metal

screens. This component was compressed between heavy metal plates which served

as current collectors between the cells, as well as heat exchangers, separators

and gaskets. The power density of the stack was estimated as as 360 kW/m .
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During a recent workshop on water electrolysis in 1975 (6), solid oxide

electrochemical cells were discussed, A prototype unit of 10 kW electrical

energy was envisioned by 19.83 after a demonstration unit of component testing

in 1978. This suggested that an acceptable technology exists at present for

the solid oxide electrolyzer construction. Work related to the electrolyzers

was given in two presentations- Isenberg (7) considered process efficiencies

with a Carnot cycle operating at a maximum temperature of lQOO'C by the year

2000. The efficiencies were considered to be over 60%, Doentiz (8) presented

the research program being conducted in Germany. Their program is an analysis

of large-scale hydrogen production, material problems at high temperatures and

thermodynamics of hybrid processes. A detailed description was also included

in this symposium.

Major developments in high temperature solid oxide electrochemical cells

have resulted from studies Westinghouse Research and Development Laboratories.

The Westinghouse fuel cell design is based on a thin layer electrochemical cell

supported on a porous base (9-10). There is a distinct advantage in this ap-

proach as the electrolyte thickness can be reduced significantly. In earlier

designs, the electrolyte acted as the load bearing member which limited its

thickness. A schematic of the Westinghouse cell design is shown in Fig. A.

The cells are composed of a porous nickel cermet hydrogen or fuel electrode,

a doped indium oxide oxygen electrode and a ZrO2-Y2Og electrolyte which is

vapor grown to a thickness of less than 50 um. The cell has the additional

advantage of being adaptable to mass production, where each component of the

cell is laid down successively in a manner somewhat similar to the production

of integrated semiconductor circuits.

Brown, Boveri in Germany has tested solid oxide fuel cells for extended

periods of time. Operation of single cell has been for 50,000 hours and life-

times of more than 10 years are expected. This cell consists of nickel anodes,

lanthanum-nickel oxide cathodes and a 1.2-mm thick electrolyte (11).

The.work conducted with fuel cells has shown that high temperature solid

oxide electrochemical cells can be operated at 1000°C. The major limitation

with these ceils had been the difficulty with the connection between cells (9).

However, recent developments have made available mixed oxides with all the

required properties for the interconnectors (10).
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SOLID OXIDE ELECTROLYTES

Electronic conductivity in the electrolyte reduces the current efficiency.

The oxide electrolyte must have a neligible electronic and a high ionic con-

ductivity, high mechanical strength, resistance to shock, high density, leak-

tightness, compatiblity with contacting components and gases and no phase

transformations at or below the operating temperature.

Zirconia, with additions of lower valent cations to increase the oxygen

defect concentration and hence maximize the conductivity, has been used ex-

clusively for high temperature electrolyzers and fuel cells. The lower valency

dopant which increases the conductivity also stabilizes the fluorite structure

of zirconia. Additions of yttria and scandia have given the highest conductivity

(12), but because of cost considerations, yttria, giving approximately half the

conductivity, has been chosen for most fuel cell development studies.

Other oxide systems show significant electronic conduction. Ceria dis-

plays electronic conductivity in reducing environments at low temperatures and

the proportion of electronic conductivity increases rapidly with temperature

(13). Thoria has the same structure as zirconia and ceria systems, but shows

an electronic (hole) conduction at the high oxygen partial pressures present

at the oxygen electrode (14). Thoria also suffers from a very poor thermal

shock resistance. Electrolytes based on trivalent cations, e.g., Sc, Y, Sm,

La, with divalent additions (Sr, Ca) to give perovskite structures, are less

attractive both because of the presence of electronic conduction and a low

oxygen ion conductivity (15). Other oxide systems also show properties of

good electrolytes, e.g., mullite or fosterite (16), but these electrolytes

have high resistances and are probably cationic rather than anionic conductors.

ELECTRODES

The electrodes, in contact with the electrolyte, serve to conduct elec-

trons to or away from the electrolyte interface. They also play a role in

determining the kinetics of the reaction. The electrode materials must have

a high electronic conductivity, high porosity for gas diffusion, provide suf-

ficient interface between gas electrode material and electrolyte where the re-

action can occur, and assist in catalyzing the reaction.

In most experimental studies at approximately 1000 C, the hydrogen elec-

trodes were nickel, cobalt or their alloys with additions of zirconia as a

skeletal structure or to inhibit sintering. At higher temperatures, the
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sintering of the porous metal may take place and thus the metal may need

to be replaced with conducting oxides which are stable in the reducing environ-

ment.

The anode materials considered are oxides as most metals would be oxidized.

Silver, gold, platinum or palladium are expensive, have low melting points and

are too volatile. The oxides, which have been considered, are all doped to in-

crease their electronic conductivity and are based on SnO2 and 1^03. Other

mixed oxides, e.g., PrCo03, SrRuO3, LaC03, and LaCrO3 have also been considered.

INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN ELECTRODES

One of the major problem areas, in the past, has been the electronically

conducting interconnection between the electrodes. There are a wide range of

requirements for this material, including high electronic conductivity, stabil-

ity in both the oxidizing and reducing gases at both electrodes, and also the

thermal expansion coefficient close to that of the electrolyte. This difficulty

has now been overcome with the development of a range of perovskites which show

nearly all the desirable properties. The prime candidates are based on

LaCrO2 (17).

RECENT WORK RELATED TO FUSION REACTOR SYSTEMS

A study of a fusion reactor, coupled with a high temperature steam elec-

trolyzer, has been carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The study

indicated that an efficiency of over 50% was possible at 1400°C for an elec-

trical production efficiency of 40% and no voltage losses in the electrolyzer

and a comparative efficiency of ^70% at 1400 C with a 60% power cycle.

The reference design included: (i) the fusion blanket design for high tempera-

ture steam, electrical power generation and tritium production, taking into

account neutron heat dissipation and structural and thermal hydraulic calcula-

tions, (ii) a process design for the steam electrolysis and designs of the

associated plant equipment and mass and energy balances, (iii) initial economic

estimates of hydrogen production including capital investments and synthetic

fuel production costs and (iv) a definition of possible problem areas and re-

search development requirements.

Thin layer supported cell stacks of the type shown in Fig. 3 are being

developed by Westinghouse for fuel cell operating on gasified coal. The pro-

blem in the past had been adhesion of the thin layers, gas impervious seals
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around the interconnections and porous support tube cracking during stack pro-

cessing. These difficulties have been overcome and materials and techniques for

cell stack construction were defined. Cell stacks 30 cm long have been con-

structed with 20 cells. A 1000 h fuel cell life has been completed at 1000 C

with no indication of stack component failure. Future work includes life test-

ing of the stacks. This work, in conjunction with earlier studies of extended

life by Brown - Boveri for cell operated for 50,000 h, clearly demonstrates the

feasibility of the solid oxide electrochemical techniques.

OPERATION AT TEMPERATURES ABOVE 1000 C

The majority of work has been related to fuel cells operating at 1000 C.

The steam electrolysis efficiency increases with increased temperature both

because of thermodynamic and operational considerations. The latter includes

decreased resistivities of the electrodes and electrolyte and increased reac-

tion kinetics. The major need is the identification of materials physically and

chemically compatible with zirconia at temperatures above 1000 C. An investi-

gation of cell component materials has been carried out at BNL, and has shown

that lanthanum chromite is an acceptable material up to 1500 C when no alumina

additions are made to adjust the thermal expansion coefficient and below 1450 C

when these additives are present. It is planned to test single cells using the

lanthanum chromite for both anodes and cathodes.

With temperatures above 1000 C, questions arise concerning the properties

of the ceramic materials. Extensive studies of the behavior of zirconia have

been conducted which demonstrated the use of the oxide up to 2000 C. Zirconia

was tested in storage heaters used to supply heat for simulation tests of super-

sonic flight conditions. Thermal, mechanical, chemical, and microstructural

properties of the zirconia were studied and tested under in-service conditions.

The zirconia was found to be very resistant to high thermal shocks 25 C/sec at

elevated temperatures.

FUTURE WORK REQUIRED FOR HTE DEVELOPMENT

Areas identified for future work to attain high operating temperatures are

highly interdependent. For example, maximum temperature of operation will be

determined by strength-related properties which vary with impurity levels of

the material. The impurity levels may also influence the compatibility of

materials, but removal of these impurities could lead to difficulties in

fabrication. The porosity of electrodes or support tubes will also determine
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the strength of the structures, but decreasing the porosity to increase the

strength could lead to restricted flows of reactants and high electricity

requirements.

The areas identified requiring attention include:

1. Electrochemical losses

2. Fabrication of electrolyzer cell stacks

3. Creep rates of materials

4. Impurity effects

5. Compatibility - solid/solid and solid/vapor interactions

6. Effects of large concentration and electrical gradients

Presentations to the Working Group from these areas wera:

1. Electrochemical characteristics of zirconia electrolytes
J.W. Patterson, Iowa State University

2. Fabrication of thin layer cell stack
A.O. Isenberg, West ing house B.&D Center

3. Compatibility between conducting ceramics
H.V. Anderson, University of Missouri
B. Rossing, Westinghouse R&D Center

4. Gaseous corrosion of oxides
D.W. Readey, Ohio State University

5. High-temperature mechanical properties
R.M. Cannon, MIT

FUTURE WORK REQUIRED FOR ELECTROCHEMISTRY

The overall efficiency of the electrolysis process will be dominated by

the behavior of the electrochemical cells and the processes taking place.

The production of hydrogen from steam should be accomplished with a maximum

proportion of absorbed heat to give a high efficiency. This can be achieved by

either increasing the temperature of operation or decreasing the voltage losses

during electrolysis. The highest temperatures will be limited by physical and

chemical material considerations, whereas the lowest temperatures will be set

by the voltage losses. The voltage losses are controlled by the resistances of

the cell components and the electrochemical kinetics of the electrode reactions.

The resistance of the cells will be controlled by the materials used in

cell construction and their physical dimensions. An optimum design based on

these considerations will be modified by fabrication techniques as well as the

porosity needed for mass transfer of steam, hydrogen, and oxygen to and away from
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the sizes of the electrochemical reactions. Also, the reactions are catalyzed by

the electrode materials, so that the morphology, purity, and stability of the

electrode materials must be considered and balanced against the electrical con-

ductivity requirements.

The investigations that will have to be carried out on electrode performance

and efficiency hence depends on many factors, including the choice of materials,

fabrication processes, morphology, and long-term stability. Only a limited

amount of work has been carried out in attempts to reduce the voltage losses

associated with electrode behavior, and there is little agreement between

investigators. The lack of work has been a result of fabrication difficul-

ties and the component resistances have tended to dominate the voltage

losses, but with supported thin cell structures and increased temperatures,

these difficulties will be reduced. At present there is little fundamental

understanding of the electrode processes and limitations or improvements can-

not be predicted with any degree of certainty.

The electrochemical behavior of the electrolyte could limit the upper

temperature of operation if electronic or hydrogen ion conduction becomes

significant. All indications are that these processes will not be important

below 1650°C for zirconia electrolytes, but this area should be reviewed.

Equation 3 shows that the potential decreases as the ratio of water to

hydrogen increases. This change in an operating system will lead to an in-

creased voltage as the reaction progresses, and results from the entropy

of mixing of the hydrogen and steam. Theoretically for a given product, the

total energy requirements do not change, but in practice increased efficiency

may be gained if the potential is kept at a lower value, reducing electricity

requirements. The reduction in the operating voltage could be achieved if

hydrogen was removed by membranes, and ,this aspect should be studied.

FUTURE FOR CELL STACK FABRICATION

The feasibility of constructing thin supported cell stacks on porous tubes

for tubes for operation at 1000*C has been demonstrated by Westinghouse.

Special fabrication techniques were developed to produce the stack. The cell

stacks have operated for periods of over 1000 h in the fuel cell mode. At

the present stage of development, relatively high voltage losses associated with

resistances of components and electrode kinetics are observed, but with further

improvement these will be reduced.
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The cell stacks were produced using a series of deposition techniques.

One technique, termed electrochemical vapor deposition (EVD), was used to deposit

the thin zirconia-yttria electrolyte and doped lanthanum chromite intercon-

nection layers. The deposit is formed between volatile metal florides and

water vapor on the outside and inside of the porous tube. The thickness of

the layer grows by diffusion of oxygen ions across the layer. The oxygen ions

diffuse from the water vapor side to the metal chloride side where they react

to form an oxide deposit thickening the layer. The reaction temperatures are

about 1400°C.

The reaction is effectively a deposition of cations, with only oxygen ions

being mobile. This allows for the deposition of the interconnection layer over

the electrolyte (or visa versa). The mobility of the cations determines the maxi-

mum temperature of extended operation because of interdiffusion. It is possi-

ble that the cells could be used at high temperatures well above the deposition

temperature. This is a critical factor In determining the maximum temperature

of operation of an electrolyzer. Work is required to determine the stability

of the EVD layers at elevated temperatures. If these layers show less stabil-

ity, other techniques would have to be developed for fabrication of the stacks.

The fuel cell stacks at present have a nickel cermet electrode which could

not be used at high temperature because of vaporization and/or sintering effects.

This electrode must also be replaced by a compatible oxide electrode for high

temperature cells. The replacement of the nickel electrode (and possibly the

indium oxide oxygeneiectrode) would probably not result in any fabrication

difficulties.

The above considerations suggest areas where difficulties could arise

and may necessitate alternative approaches for the fabrication of the cells.

The prediction of problem areas is difficult and only a development project

for the production and testing of cell stacks at increased temperature would

identify these difficulties and solutions in fabrication techniques.

The fabrication of cell stacks and electrolyzer modules is the only way

the true feasibility of an efficient electrolyte electrolyzer can be assessed.

The production costs and prediction of capital costs of the system will, to a

large extent, be affected by the fabrication techniques. The system costs

will also be highly dependent on the life of the stacks and their reliability.

Extensive testing will be required in order to establish this data.
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FUTURE WORK FOR MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The mechanical strength and the interaction between materials are

factors which can limit the temperature of operation of the electrolyzer

systems and restrict the range of materials to be considered. The

life' of the conponents will be determined by creep rate of the material

and the cation interdiffusion between components.

The physical properties of material which limit the choice of materials for

electrolyzer components include: the strength of the material, the thermal

coefficient of expansion, the electrical resistivity and the creep rate. The

multi-layer cell structure necessitates using materials with similar expansion

coefficients to reduce thermal stresses during heating and cooling cycles. The

coefficient of expansion of these materials must be close to that of stabilized

zirconia, which appears to be the only electrolyte that can be employed for

high-temperature systems.

The electrical resistivity of most oxides can be reduced by additives. In

general, these additions are limited because of reducing the compatibility with

other components by the formations of entities. The additions of alloying elements

also can increase the deficiency concentrations of the oxide and increase creep

rates. These changes in properties are also induced by imputities present in

the oxides.

Impurities in the oxides may require extensive investigations as they can

influence many properties. They can lead to the presence of low melting phases

at grain boundaries which markedly limit the operating temperature. The pres-

ence of the impurities at lower temperatures can dominate the creep behavior and

increase resistivity by forming high resistance grain boundary phases. Attempts

to reach higher operating temperature may therefore require improved purity

materials, which in turn, will affect the methods of production for the oxides.

The compatibility of materials will depend on their chemical properties

and transport rates. Transport can result from solid interdiffusion of cations

or vapor species which are stable under the electrolyzer operating conditions.

Little diffusion data is available which can be used to predict the com-

patibility between various solid materials. Interdiffusion will be the process

which will limit the life. It is a slow degradation mechanism, and will require

extended testing to determine the rates of these processes since reliable dif-

fusion coefficients are not available.
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Most vapor phase reactions are rapid, so that the concentration of species

will be determined by thermodynamic factors and mass transfer processes (either

removal or deposition), as opposed to interfacially limited diffusion rates.

There is, at present, relatively little information to preduct the behavior of

candidate materials in the highly reducing hydrogen/steam phase, and extensive

experimental work will be necessary to explore this area. Difficulties may

also arise as a result of deposits from mass transfer from blanket materials.

Deposits can lead to sealing of pores in the porous tube, or a reduction in

the catalytic capability of the electrodes.

The use of thin layer cells to reduce the resistance will increase the

gradients across the materials. Large concentration or electrical gradients may

lead to degradation of materials where normally, low mobilities would be expected.

Such changes might arise because of composition changes and differential transport

of cations. These effects could become more apparent at higher temperatures be-

cause of the increased diffusion rates, and may also be apparent when high-

current densities are employed.

A two-part developmental program for the fusion/HTE process is planned.

Phase I would concentrate on study of the basic electrochemical, mechanical

mechanisms at elevated temperatures, including processes for fabricating multi-

cell stacks, and would test different candidate materials and processes. The

goal for Phase 1 would be to demonstrate long-term operation of an HTE array

of several kilowatts capacity at ̂ 1400 C, using the best material and fabrication

process. Estimated costs for Phase I are on the order of $5 million with a

time scale of five to ten years, depending on funding levels and time schedule

desired.

Phase I is vitally necessary to gain practical operating experience in the

high-temperature range, i.e., ̂ 1400 C, in order to assess costs, component

reliability, etc. Since long-term operating experience is needed, it is important

to make a start in such a program relatively soon if results are to be achieved

in time for application in first generation fusion synfuel plants.

Phase 11 of the HTE development program would involve construction and

long-term operation of an HTE demonstration plant at elevated temperature

(e.g., i>1400 C) with a capacity of several hundred kilowatts. This would re-

quire funding of ̂ 20 million and a minimum time scale of about five years (in-

cluding operation).
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C. THERMOCHEMICAL WATER-SPLITTING CYCLES
Presented by L. Booth and B. Abraham

INTRODUCTION

Since the early part of this century, the U. S. industrial economy has

come to rely on the use of hydrocarbon fuels. As a result of this reliance,

our end-use energy consumption has evolved to the point that 76% of our con-

sumption is in energy forms supplied by oil and natural gas. Until the past

decade, we have had an abundance of these cheap, naturally occurring energy

sources available; however, because these resources are rapidly depleting, we

now find ourselves faced with an "energy crisis". This crisis is particularly

acute because of the certainty that we cannot maintain our historical growth

in demand for these fuels, and that eventually the supply of these fuels

(specifically oil and natural gas) will be exhausted to the point that their

use will be economically unattractive.

Thermonuclear fusion has the potential advantage of high power density

and high temperature; and current program plans are directed near demonstra-

tion of commercial feasibility toward the end of this century. Therefore,

fusion energy sources may become commercially available during the crucial

period of projected energy source deficiency. The major problem with utili-

zation of fusion is that the technology development is directed toward elec-

tric power generation and not toward the replacement of oil and natural gas

as sources for the important areas of high temperature process heat and trans-

portation fuels.

Therefore, it becomes essential to develop substitute hydrocarbon-based

fuels for oil and natural gas to maintain our energy economy through this

crucial transition period. Because of our extensive supply of coal, the most

feasible means of providing this substitute is the production of synthetic

fuels from this resource. Production of synthetic fuels from coal is receiv-

ing great attention; however, the approaches poorly utilize the coal and re-

quire massive supplies of hydrogen.

The competition for producing hydrogen from fusion energy (other than

using other inexhaustible sources as primary energy) will be by the standard

coal gasification processes or by standard low-temperature electrolysis. The
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potential advantage over the standard gas gasification processes is. the sayr-

ings in coal of * 50% so that as. coal prices increase, the savings J,n operate

ing costs can be made up by increased capital investment for the fusion/hydro^

gen production processes.

Even though the electrical efficiency of current lowr»tempera,ture electron

lysis processes are high (i> 70%), the overall efficiency is limited by. the

efficiency of electric power generation. Therefore, the efficiency of this

method is limited to perhaps 30 to 35%. The most important factor in using

electrolysis, however, is that the hydrogen production cost is primarily de-

termined by electric power cost (and must be always higher- on an energy basis),

Therefore, any method of hydrogen production with overall efficiencies greater

than by standard electrolysis will have important economic advantages.

There are two distinct processes for the production of hydrogen: both

are or have been employed commercially, namely, thermochemical dissociation

of water and electrolysis. The primary source of hydrogen today is the re-

forming of methane or naphtha, which is an example of an open-ended thermo-

chemical cycle. Both heat and a chemical feed stock are required in addition

to water. Electrolysis of water, which has been used in the past to produce

hydrogen, can be considered a closed cycle in the sense that primary heat and

water are the only feeds required.

The total energy value of the hydrogen utilized in the United States is

about 10% of the energy content of the methane that is used. Approximately

45% of the hydrogen is used for ammonia production, 45% for the refining of

petroleum, and the remaining 10% for a variety of minor issues. For every

gallon of liquid fuel produced from coal, at least one gallon of water is re-

quired for the hydrogen content. If the coal is to be gasified to high Btu

gas, then two molecules of water are needed to supply the hydrogen for the

methane. Clearly, production of hydrogen becomes an essential part of any

synthetic fuel program.

He have focused our attention on hydrogen production by closed thermos

chemical cycles as they require only water and a heat source. We have con-

sidered the status of current research on thermochemtcal cycles, which require

temperatures in the range of 1100 to 1200 K, the need for research on advanced
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cycles at temperatures of 1500 K or higher, the need for

materials research, and a suggested program plan for thermochemical cycle

development

STATUS OF CURRENT RESEARCH

There are a number of thermochemical water-^splitting processes under

development in the U, S. and abroad. The funding for these processes in the

U. S. is presently provided by the Department of Energy (DOE) and private

organizations; three major processes are based on sulfuric acid decomposi-

tion and their thermal efficiencies are in the range of 40-50%. The develop-

ment for these processes has progressed to the bench-scale level and engineer-

ing flowsheets have been designed for all three processes. There are other

thermochemical processes under development in this country which are at a

somewhat earlier stage of development. These processes involve the use of

solids.

The ANL-4 process, developed at Argonne National Laboratory, is one of

few processes that have been identified as successful in splitting water.

The process steps are as follows;

2NH3 + 2CO2 + 2H2O + 2KI •*• 2KHCO3 + 2NH4I (200 K) (1)

2KHCO. -> K CO + H O + CO. (550 K) (2)

2NH4I + Hg -»• Hgl2 + 2NH + H2 (600 K) (3)

Hgl2 + K2C03 -*• 2KI + Hg + C02 + 1/2 02 (900 K) W

This cycle is not being actively pursued, primarily because of projected

low efficiencies and the requirement for recirculation of a large variety of

reagents including mercury which is highly toxic.

The process presently under development at General Atomic Company requires

only thermal energy and is described by the following equations:

2H2O + xz2 + S02 •> 2HIx + H2SO4 (370 K) (5)

H2SO4 -> H2O + SO2 + 1/2 02 (U40 K) (6)
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2HI -»• H2 + I2 (390 K) (7)

In this pure thermochemical process hydrogen-iodide and H_S0, are produced

in a low temperature reaction from water, iodine, and SO-. The resulting

sulfuric acid is decomposed in a high temperature step to the SO- for re-

cycle and the hydrogen-iodide is decomposed in a low-temperature step to yield

hydrogen and. regain iodine for cycle. The process is being demonstrated at

the bench-scale level with a hydrogen production rate of 4 liters/min. The

presently projected efficiency is 47%.

The process presently being developed by EURATOM in Ispra, Italy is a

hybrid process requiring thermal and electrical energy. It is described as

follows:

Br2 + 2H2O + S02 -> 2HBr + H2SO4 (-v 350 K) (8)

H2SO4 -> H20 + S02 + 1/2 0 2 (1170 K) (9)

2HBr -> H2 + Br_ (electrolysis)

This hybrid process has been demonstrated at a production rate of 4 liters

of hydrogen per minute at the bench-scale level. A sulfuric acid decomposi-

tion loop at a scale of 1 ton H2S0,/day is planned for FY 1980. Presently

projected process efficiency is 40%. The high temperature step is the H_S0,

decomposition step which requires a maximum temperature of 1140 K. The process

also requires a significant amount of electrical energy for the electrolytic

decomposition of HBr.

The process presently under development at Westinghouse is another hybrid

cycle and is described as follows;

2H2O + S02 -*• H2S04 + H2 (electrolysis) (10)

H2S04 + H20 + S02 + 1/2 0 2 (1140 K) (11)

In this hybrid process, hydrogen is produced in a low temperature electro-

chemical step where sulfuric acid and hydrogen are produced electrolytically

and a high temperature step where the sulfuric acid is decomposed to regain
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the S0_ for the first reaction. The process is being demonstrated at the

bench-scale level at a hydrogen pr.oducti.on rate of 2 liters/min. The presently

projected process efficiency is 45%.

The LASL bismuth sulfate process can be described as. follows;

Bi2O2SO4 + H2SO4 •*• BiO(SO4)2 + H20 (350 K) (12)

BiO(SO4)2 -> BiO2SO4 + 502 + 1/2 Q2 (1170 K) (13)

S02 + 2H2O + H 2SO 4 ( M 1 ) + H2 (electrolysis) (14)

This hybrid process is in the laboratory development stage. The solid decom-

position step has been demonstrated to be rapid, but the electrolysis step re-

quires additional development. The presently projected efficiency for the pro-

cess is 50%. The potential advantages are: 1) achieving lower voltages

for electrochemical step, 2) minimizing energy required for drying solutions,

3) minimizing corrosion problems in the dry system versus sulfuric acid cy-

cles. Disadvantages are primarily those inherent in handling and transferring

heat to solids. This example represents a family of potential solid sulfate

processes using other metals.

THE NEED FOR ADVANCED CYCLES AND MATERIAL RESEARCH

We believe that an inhibiting influence in the search for effective cy-

cles has been the absence of a high temperature heat source that could be

matched to the chemistry. As the GA, Westinghouse, and TSPRA cycles require

a thermal decomposition of SO, and S02 and oxygen, efficient decomposition

calls for a process temperature of 1100-1200 K which is 200-300 degrees higher

than can be obtained in the secondary loop of a high-temperature gas-cooled

reactor. The developing interest of the fusion program in synthetic fuels

gives an impetus to the search for simpler, more effective cycles, as well

as placing the current SO.-SQ, cycles on a sounder footing.

With the current work in thermochemical cycles, the materials problems

are mainly concerned with sulfuric acid evaporation and decomposition, Sul-

furic acid is produced at 50 wt,% and needs to be concentrated to 98 wt.%

to avoid recycle of large quantities of water. Boiling H2S0, solutions are
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highly corrosive and laboratory experiments have used quartz for containment.

Current work involves SiC and other materials at temperatures from 5Q0-800 K.

The problem with sulfuric acid decomposition is one of SO, contact with

a hot heat transfer surface. Here, an extreme ma.teria.ls research program is

being conducted. Avoidance of the problem is direct contact hea.t exchange

of the decomposing SO, with a,ir, say, in a ceramic tube may be a possible

solution at temperatures in the range of 1000-1300 K,

Other problems at lower temperature involves containment of acidic

solutions (HI, HBr, and H2S0<) at moderate temperatures of 300-500 K, Here

plastics may oe of use. Solid sulfate or other solid systems may avoid cer-

tain of these problems but have the possible disadvantage of having to handle

solids a high temperatures.

Although current engineering materials could' not cope with 1500 K in the

type of systems under discussion, it is within the realm of credibility to

believe that materials and techniques can be developed to function reliably

at 1500 K.

The principal reason for research on higher temperature (̂  1500 K) cycles

is the potentially higher efficiency attainable. An example of such a cycle

has been proposed by LASL as follows;

Cd + H20 + C02 ->• CdC03 + H2 (low temperature) (15)

CdC03 ->• CdO + C02 (575 K) (16)

CdO -»• Cd + 1/2 O2 (1750 - 1800 K) (17)

This process has not been demonstrated in the laboratory, although the second

two steps are known to proceed at reasonable rates. The first step may re-

quire catalysis to proceed at a reasonable rate. The ideal efficiency is 78%.

We, therefore, recommend that the design target for the f-usion reactor

blanket be to deliver 1500 K at the exit of an intermediate heat exchanger.

This, of course, implies that the maximum temperature for the acceptance of

heat, by che water splitting cycle, will have to be at least 100 degrees lower

to provide adequate cooling to the blanket without dissipa.ting excessive

energy in circulating the coolant.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following program is proposed with the firm conviction that the

search for and evaluation of thermochemical cycles requires a commitment to

a planned program of long-term support. Heretofore., support to R. & D in

thermochemical water splitting has been limited. With programs in Germany,

Italy, Japan, and the U.S.A., worldwide expenditures haye been, less than $10

million. We are not recommending that the Office of Fusion Energy' support

such a program, but that such a program will be necessary whatever the source

of high-temperature thermal energy.

An orderly program progression calls for adequate initial support in

manpower and materials to search for and evaluate promising cycles* At the

same time, the investigators would also ascertain the materials problems and

do the preliminary work that would lead to a solution. When a predetermined

time had elapsed to arrive at the specified milestone, two candidate cycles

would be selected for bench-scale demonstration. Finally, one of the two

would be selected for pilot plant scale-up. Detailed cost figures and goals

for each stage are presented with each program decision, indicated by an as-

terisk.

Stage I: Identification and Evaluation

Optimum man-power:

Period

Purpose:

*Cycle evaluation period

*Lab studies

Materials support

Major procurement

Stage II; Bench-Scale Demonstration

Optimum man-power

Period

Purpose;

300 man years

5 years

Laboratory tests
Relevant materials research

2.5 million

15,0 million

12.5 million

3.0 million

90 man years

3 years

set-up an.d operate a closed
cycle tha,t produces 3-10
liters/min, H2
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Stage III:

*Experimental loop

Materials support

Major procurement

Process Development

Optimum man-power

Period

Purpose:

6.0 million

3.0 million

5.Q million

90 man years

5 years

Pilot plant level precommer-
ciAliz^tion (production rateciAliz^tion
1 tonne/day)

level precommer
(production rate
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D. BLANKET/MATERIALS WORKING GROUP
Presented by L. Rovner and J. A. Fillo

The success of synfuel applications will be critically-dependent on

blanket and materials development. Blanket designs for utilizing the fusion

neutron energy as high-temperature heat for synfuel applications employ separ-

ately-cooled-metallic first walls, which are thermally insulated from the hot

blanket interior. One design considered for evaluation would have tubes or rods

of refractory ceramic cooled by steam/hydrogen mixtures for electrolysis at

temperatures up to 1600 K. A second would gravity feed ceramic balls through

the core, thereby transferring the heat to a process vessel exterior to the

reactor blanket, providing process heat at about 1400 K. Liquid lithium at

above 1600 K would serve as the heat generating and transport medium in the

third design. A complex heat exchanger would be required to transmit the heat

to the process medium.

Initial programmatic development goals should emphasize process conditions

that would be possible with relatively short-lead times by minimizing the de-

mands made on materials performance and other technological developments. More

ambitious goals should follow later. The capabilities developed must, of course,

result in a useful and desirable process application, but this appears likely

with high-temperature electrolysis and thermochemical water splitting being promis-

ing applications. The design developments are at a relatively preliminary stage

and difficult development tasks lay ahead. However, there do not appear to be

any insurmountable barriers to implementation of blanket designs for these

applications. A carefully-planned, adequately-funded, and efficiently-executed

program would carry a high expectation of success.

FOCUS OF GROUP

The blanket concept and materials capabilities are of critical importance

in assessing the potential for success of chemical synfuel applications. The

specific design solutions will, of course, be directly linked to the particular

application. Specific design details, therefore, must be worked out in close

association with the physical and chemical engineering design of the proposed

process to achieve optimum coupling of process to fusion energy source. Accord-

ingly, our aims were necessarily of limited scope since the subject matter of

this working group cuts across those of the other working groups.

Several chemical processing applications have been suggested over the
1-4

past few years. These have ranged from relatively straight forward, to the
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more exotic with very demanding materials and design requirements. Currently,

those applications which would employ the energy of the fusion neutrons as

heat seem to be most promising, and are receiving the most emphasis. Not

coincidentally, applications which have received the more detailed considerations

are those that appear to be less demanding in terms of process conditions that

would be required. These applications are most likely to be brought to fru-

ition on a shorter time scale.

The group's view was that the focus of design efforts should, as much as

possible, incorporate state-of-the-art materials and designs. Within these

guidelines, the prognosis is generally favorable. Such applications would en-

joy definite programmatic advantages. (An analogy was made to the interest

that had initially been shown in exotic structural materials (Mo, Nb) for fusion

electric applications.) However, a balance must be maintained and care must be

exercised that these systems not be emphasized to the complete exclusion of

potentially more favorable processes, but ones more difficult to develop.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

There are a limited number of basic concepts for using the heat generated

in a fusion reactor blanket. For example, the process fluid may be directly

heated by passing it through the blanket. The degree of radioactivation of the

chemical plant and of the product must be carefully considered in this case. To

avoid this problem, a heat exchanger could be used, but at the expense of need-

ing developmental ceramic heat exchangers for temperatures above 1150 K. An

alternative involves passing a solid through the blanket, with this material

being contacted by the process fluid external to the blanket. The activation

problem and need for a structural heat exchanger may be partially alleviated.

Summaries of the discussion on the individual programs are given below, but

it may first be useful to list some general guidelines and conclusions which

were sorted out. The types of hydrogen generation processes considered to-date

that appear feasible and fit within the guideline of requiring minimum new

materials technology development, are high-temperature electrolysis and thermo-

chemical or hybrid thermochemical-electrolytic water splitting, hydrogen being

the produce chemical in both cases. There are no obvious insurmountable prob-

lems in achieving feasible process designs for these applications.

In a general context, it appears that available ceramic materials capabil-

ities could allow providing blanket temperatures in the neighborhood of
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1500 to 1600 K in chemically inert atmospheres, based on considerations of

thermal/mechanical stability and expected erosional loss rates. Actual tem-

perature capabilities will Lie strongly dependent on the design concept and

chemical environment. The most desirable engineering ceramics, SiC or Si,N,,

would probably be limited to about 1500 K in oxidizing environments and SiC at

least appears to be limited to more like 1400 K in steam. Ceramic heat ex-

changers would require considerable development work and would at best be

limited to about these temperatures. Various oxide ceramics may provide

higher temperatures, perhaps even ultimately approaching 2300 K for ZrO_, if

used as non-structural components. Careful, detailed design and materials

testing is necessary to demonstrate projected capabilities. Neutron irradia-

tion effects are likely to be critical in materials selection and the lack of

adequate data in this area must be remedied.

The status of individual system studies were presented to the group as a

basis for discussion and comment. These were the DOE-funded programs and are

representative of the design concepts outlined above. They are among the more

carefully detailed studies, but are still in a relatively early stage of design

conceptualization and analysis. The goal of the working group was the modest

one of reviewing and assessing the current status of these blanket design

approaches.

SPECIFIC DESIGNS

As has been pointed out, a detailed analysis specific to the blanket con-

cept and proposed application is necessary for each system proposed. The

general nature of the problem area is, of course, common to all, and some of

these general themes that emerged from our systems discussions are mentioned

first, before summarizing comments on the individual programs.

The physical space available differs for different concept fusion reactors.

These differences may influence flow configurations and overall engineering

complexity of the blanket. For instance, the limited space availability in the

central core of a Tokamak may make some blanket concepts difficult. The extent

of the influence will be designed specific and needs to be considered in

realistic detailed design work. Different reactor concepts will also provide

different time sequences of energy output and the consequent thermal cycling

may be a severe test for ceramic blanket components. All blanket concepts will

need to be designed for thermal transients associated with reactor startup and

shutdown (planned or forced).
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Another very important materials concern is the stability under neutron ir-

radiation, included in this concern are the tritium breeding materials. Radio-

activities produced directly in process fluids or eroded from blanket components

may activate processing plant or product and may, therefore, preclude certain

design options. Materials selections may control this problem to some extent.

Finally, consequences of potential fault/accident scenarios must be evaluated

and fail-safe or redundant design concepts must be developed.

The discussions on the individual blanket concepts were focused on potential

problem areas or areas that need further work and were not intended to reflect

a balanced evaluation of the concept.

Moving-Pebble Bed (J. dePaz, ANL) . In this concept 10 to 20 mm balls

would be gravity fed through the blanket region at about 10 to 20 mm/sec. The

balls would be collected in a hopper below the reactor where their heat would

be transferred to the working fluid. No chemical process has been selected,

and it could strongly influence material choice and need for an additional

isolating heat exchanger. Advantages of this concept are the built in thermal

storage, in the hopper, for the process (but not for the blanket), the possibil-

ity for on-line replacement of damaged balls, and avoidance of direct process

fluid activation.

Major concerns are the capability for managing the ball flow, the physical

integrity of the balls themselves, and any difficulties caused by fines worn

from the ball surfaces. The physical accommodation of the necessary equipment,

particularly in the core region of a Tokamak, must be carefully considered. It

is encouraging that a similar process seems to have been successfully developed

in Poland, and this and other relevant industrial experience should be investi-

gated in more detail. The ball materials considered at ANL were SiO., Al_0,,

and MgO with the last being preferred for its low activation, highest melting

point, and advantages in breeding and energy deposition. MgO is rather sensi-

tive to thermal shock, and SiC or Si,N, (if a' N. carrier gas could be used)

among other materials ought to be considered as well.

A mixed-mean ball temperature of 1375 K could probably be achieved. It

would, however, be necessary to have a relatively complex, two-compartment

flow chamber to keep maximum ball temperature below 1725 K. Working fluid

pressures would be limited to about 2 atm which would be disadvantageous for

most processes.
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Alternate Particle Bed Concepts (D.S. Rowe, Rowe & Associates). Two

concepts presented were metallic coolant tubes imbedded in a static particulate

bed (periodically drained for replacement) and pneumatically transported partic-

ulates. Maximum operating temperatures were 1200 K at 800 psi and a power density

of 13 MW/m . The results are not directly relevant as they were developed for

hybrid UC blankets, but the concepts could, perhaps, be adapted for synfuel

applications.

Steam-Cooled Balnket (J. Fillo, BNL ' ) . Blanket concepts have been

directed toward high-temperature electrolysis of stsam/hydrogen mixtures at

10 atm. Weight loss measurements on Al_0_ and ZrO- suggest process temperatures

of 1600 K should be acceptable In a neutron heated, thermally-insulated bed.

Available neutron damage data suggest ZrO. would be the better material. SiC

might be still superior for thermal shock resistance and possibly stability under

neutron irradiation. However, it would be limited to lower temperatures in the

btsam environment 0^1400 K). Irradiation data need to be generated for the

proper neutron energy spectrum. Some more attention to manifolding and, as with

all these designs, the thermal insulating techniques should be given. Steam has

no long-lived activation products and only minor product activation should occur

due to carry-over of eroded blanket material. Problems of the electrolyzer

units are treated In a different Working Group. There do not appear to be

other particular problem areas and more detailed design work should proceed.
Q Q

Liquid Lithium (J. Pendergrass, ' LASL). Some processes may require a

large fraction of the heat supplied to be at the highest temperatures. If the

breeding module is of usual design, it provides heat at relatively low tempera-

ture, and for the reactor to be self-sufficient in breeding, tritium ^60 to 70%

of the neutron energy is deposited in the breeding blanket. The LASL concept

would use boiling or liquid lithium to accomplish the breeding at 1600 to 2000 K,

providing about 90% of the neutron energy at these high temperatures.

The blanket would be lined with TZM backed by a compliant load-bearing

ceramic or multi-foil thermal insulator with a stainless steel outer shell.

Heat transfer to the process fluid in the boiling blanket design would be by

vapor condensation on a double wall ceramic tube bank (purged in the annular

region to reduce tritium permeation). In the pressurized version, liquid

lithium is circulated to an external heat exchanger with TZM/insulator/ceramic
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composite heat exchange surfaces. All seals would be made out of the hot

zone for reliability.

Preliminary measurements show TZM to be compatible with liquid lithium at

1923 K for 1000 hours and e-beam welding of TZM in required thicknesses has

been demonstrated. However, the large-shaped chamber of TZM may be difficult

to form and a lithium leak could pose a severe accident. Liquid lithium is

corrosive with small impurity levels of 0, N, or C , and air leaks could also

be serious. The complex composite wall blanket and heat exchanger involve new

design principles and would require developmental work.

Neutron Irradiation CF. Clinard, ' LASL). Neutron damage will be a

severe problem in all designs. Data around 1500 K and above are rare, and
2

doses to only about 2 MW-y/m equivalent have been investigated. With fission

neutrons, cubic ceramics are found to be more stable. Thermal conductivity of

bulk materials may decrease as much as 50 to 70%, but strength degradation is

not generally observed if there is no microcracking. No data are available on

insulators or ceramic joints. A severe shortcoming is the lack of data and

facilities for the energetic spectrum appropriate to fusion neutrons.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The design concepts under study appear to represent potentially viable blan-

ket designs. Their development should continue in a carefully programmed logical

progression, progressing into more detailed design considerations and being

backed by appropriate materials research and process development for verification.

The goal, which appears achievable, should be a full concept proof test on the

Demonstration Reactor. Earlier component or sub-assembly testing would occur

on laboratory-bench scale and in appropriate fusion facilities such as ETF.

Early neutrenics/materials activation tests and determination of energy

in the blanket could.be conducted in TFTR. Development should be coordinated

with and utilize facilities developed in common with fusion electricity blankets.

Specific materials needs are for confirmation of thermal or chemical erosion

loss rates, thermal-mechanical capability t".sting, joint-sealing developments,

and irradiation stability. Development of tritium breeding concepts should be

pursued only in as much as they differ from the development efforts required

for the fusion electric reactor applications (there was some disagreement on

this point).

Any figures on cost would be estimates at this point. Depending on de-

sign, the costs to develop a synfuel blanket may be less than an electric-tritium
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breeding blanket if the same structural materials were used in the synfuel

case. A trade-off in cost might occur since a much higher blanket interior

temperature would be desirable and may require additional development and

testing. This area needs further study.
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E. REPORT OF POWER CYCLE GROUP

Presented by A. Hertzberg and J.R. Powell

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

The committee took as its responsibility the examination of the impact of

high-efficiency energy conversion cycles on the production of synthetic fuels

from fusion power systems. The discussions were divided into three reviews

which involved successively: (1) examining the available energy conversion

systems which can convert fusion heat into useful mechanical work; (2) cover-

ing the blanket requirements for such energy conversion systems; and (3) setting

up a strategy for integration of efficient energy conversion systems and fusion

power plants with an emphasis on synthetic fuel production.

OVERVIEW

Implicit in the discussions of this working group was the assumption that

fusion neutrons represent a potential source of very high enthalpy and high

temperature working gases beyond the temperature range available to conventional

fossil fuel or other energy conversion systems. This position was based on the

ability of fusion neutrons to heat a refractory material internally which, in

turn, would heat a working gas continuously by convection. A heater of the

pebble-bed type is envisioned, with the walls of the pressure-containing vessel

within the fusion blanket retained at relatively low temperatures and the inte-

rior refractory material not stressed. Many variations of this approach are pos-

sible and will be discussed later. Alternatively, metallic liquids such as

lithium or lithium-lead mixtures could be passed through the blanket. Again,

these liquids would be internally heated so that the wall temperature could be

maintained at a modest level. Under these operating parameters, it was felt

that a range of working temperatures from ^800 K. to perhaps as high as 2400 K

was a realistic goal.

Under these conditions, a number of working cycles are available, with

energy conversion efficiencies ranging from ^45% to as high as 75%. For the

purposes of this report, it is assumed that the energy conversion system refers

to the basic power plant, in contrast to fossil fuel systems which also carry

extra burdens, including the boiler flue-gas losses and stack gas cleanup losses,

for example, which lower the overall efficiency considerably.
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The impact of high efficiency was considered of primary importance to

fusion systems, due primarily to the high-capital cost of this form of thermal

energy. The impact is further complicated by the probability of a relatively

large circulating power fraction in fusion systems as we understand them today.

The fraction of the energy which can be recovered at high temperature is reduced

by the fraction which can only be recovered at modest temperature. The in-

evitable electrical energy requirements to sustain a fusion reaction due to

demands of the plasma heaters and plasma cleanup must also be allowed for.

Therefore, an unusual leverage for high-efficiency recovery systems exists, as

illustrated in Figure 1. The curves in Figure 1 are for the relation

fQri n, = 1> and show that the recirculating power fraction f can be
^ conv heater °

reduced as the thermal efficiency of energy conversion, n , is increased.

Implicitly, the Q is based on the overall net availability of the thermonuclear

energy at conditions appropriate for the energy conversion system selected.

High efficiency has further direct advantages, which result from the higher

available energy output giving a proportional decrease in wall loading, as

shown in the upper right-hand corner of Figure 1, and may prove critical to the

economic success of fusion. Furthermore, all of the fusion synfuel plant sys-

tems are prisoners of the same argument. High efficiency mechanical energy con-

version systems achieve their performance directly by reducing energy require-

ments for pumping work and, therefore, may give an additional freedom of

choice to the approach which may prove a better fit with fusion. These require-

ments, then, form the basis for the following discussions. In the first Section,

the various energy conversion options are considered, followed by a discussion

of the appropriate blanket technology and, finally, by a discussion of the inte-

gration of high-efticiency energy systems with fusion power systems.

ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM OPTIONS
INTRODUCTION

In this Section, the various options available which are particularly suited

for the conversion of fusion energy to useful work will be examined, with partic-

ular emphasis on the potential of fusion to produce higher than normal operating

temperatures. As pointed out above, depending on the available temperature of

the working fluid from the fusion reactor, efficiencies of 45% to about 75% are
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available, corresponding to a temperature range of 800 to 2400 K. The cycles

tend to group themselves into three temperature ranges which, for the convenience

of the reader, we shall call "conventional" (800 to % 1000 K ) , intermediate

(1000 to 1500 K ) , and high (1500 to 2400 K ) . These will be discussed in turn.

CURRENT OPERATIONAL PRACTICE TEMPERATURE ("CONVENTIONAL")

In examining this temperature range, it is seen that these cycles (in the

800 to 1100 K or 1200 K range) lend themselves most easily to current high

performance steam Rankine cycle systems. The steam cycle at 800 K, utilizing

a blanket whose output would be a noble gas such as helium which would heat an

intermediate heat exchanger, could be a logical choice. By judicious optimiza-

tion of components consistent with the higher capital cost of the fusion heating

core, it was felt that current operating practices would allow efficiency in-

creases of up to £45%. These steam systems would operate utilizing materials

technology as it exists today and all components are adaptable from existing

commercial practice. One could increase the temperature up to 1000 to 1100 K,

in addition to adding more reheat phases and increasing steam pressures to per-

haps as high as 5000 psia. Performance is correspondingly increased to effi-

ciencies in excess of 50% for overall power plant thermal efficiency. However,

this represents an extreme range of steam power plant performance and would

forea to include, as is recognized in all of these power plant studies, a cost

trade-off, when operating at high capital cost heat source.

INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE RANGE (1100 to 1500 K)

There exist a number of attractive possibilities for energy conversion sys-

tems in this temperature range. These include a variety of systems choices such

as the "fast" cycle, the noble gas turbine cycle, and the potassium turbine cycle.

All of these systems would require more extensive technology development than

that associated with the steam cycles in the lower temperature range previously

discussed. However, the technology risk does not seem excessive in light of

the impact of energy efficiency increases in fusion systems. One unknown is not

being traded for another since the technology risks in these systems can be

assessed and all have previous historical developmental technology on which to

build.

Potassium turbine Rankine cycle. The potassium turbine Rankine cycle

represents the first of that class of binary or combined cycle which is represent-

ative of the type of thermodynamic energy conversion systems suitable for high
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temperature ranges. These combined cycles, or compound cycles, as they are

often called, involve a topping cycle which contains components optimized for

the very high temperature regime. For example, potassium can be used

as a working fluid for combined Rankine cycle units operating at extreme tem-

peratures. Potassium is selected since the vapor pressure of potassium at high

temperatures is much less than that of water, permitting cyclic operation

at reasonable pressures, i.e., below 1000 psi. Since the condensing temperature

of potassium is also quite high, a lower, bottoming steam Rankine cycle is

commonly used. This type of cycle has been studied in detail by Fraas,

NASA, and General Electric, for example. Depending on the degree of refine-

ment, efficiency ranges from 45 to 55% are possible with potassium operating

temperatures of around 1200 K. Such cycles will either use potassium through

secondary heat exchangers or pass it directly through the reactant blanket.

Various components of these cycles have been developed and the chief problem of

operating such cycles has proved to be the corrosive aspect of potassium at

very high temperatures.

Noble gas turbine cycle. The use of noble gases heated by heat exchangers

within the blanket would allow the use of a Brayton cycle operating in this

temperature range. This class of cycle, depending on the particular nature

of optimization, could be used either as a topping unit with a bottoming

Rankine cycle or directly as a regenerating Brayton cycle. The technology

difficulty which will have to be faced is the general lack of a metallurgical

development base for the fabrication of the turbine. Molybdenum-based alloys

such as TZM appear very promising, and there is little doubt that an appropri-

ate program could lead to significant efficiency increases, since the potential

efficiency of these cycles ranges up to 60%.

Turbine blade cooling in such cycles is always a possibility. However, the

thermodynamic penalties of transpiration blade cooling technologies are serious

and would cause a reduction in effective temperature. Internal cooling offers

a potential but also a thermodynamic penalty due to heat transfer to the

exceptionally thin walls required at the highest temperature and the difficulty

of the development program associated with it. Ceramic-covered blades were

considered as a possibility, but the history of the development of this technology

did not provide any realistic basis on which to include ceramics as serious

contenders.
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Although the noble gas turbine is categorized in this report as being

limited to the intermediate temperature range, i.e., 1500 K or lower, it

appears quite promising for temperatures substantially above 1500 K, based on

a recent assessment of gas turbines and on-going DOE programs in this area.

A recent panel organized by the National Academy of Sciences for the

Department of Energy (Report FE-1216-5, "Assessment of Technology for Ad-

vanced Power Cycles," 1977) concluded that open-cycle gas turbines combined with

steam turbines having turbine inlet temperatures in the range of 1643 to 1923 K

could be developed in the near future.

Two on-going DOE programs are developing cooled-nickel base alloy tur-

bines for operation in combined cycles at 2600 F (1700 K) in a first phase

and at 3000 F (1922 K) in a second phase. A program being carried out by

General Electric is developing water-cooled turbines while the second program,

being carried out by Curtiss Wright is developing transpiration cooled turbines.

These programs are expected to be completed many years before the fusion reactor

for power generation is available.

With refractory metal blading, only a slight amount of cooling would enable

a turbine fabricated from a columbium or moly-base alloy (such as TZM) to

operate at 1800 K. Alloys of the higher melting refractory metals (such as

tungsten-rhenium alloys) could be used in 1800 K turbines without cooling. Helium

probably should not be the working fluid in this case because of tip-speed

limitations caused by the high densities of these alloys.

FAST cycle. The FAST cycle is basically a steam cycle in which very high

temperature steam is circulated within the reactor core to cut down on flow

volume and then mixed with colder steam bypassed from the reactor core to re-

duce turbine inlet temperatures. The utilization of very high temperatures

within the core may seem unusual, considering the expected thermodynamic penalty

of mixing with the colder bypass system. However, this offers significant flow

advantages and reduction of pressure drops in the neutron heated core region.

The FAST cycle is again faced with the problem of turbine design and would

depend on the development of successful turbine cooling technology. It should

be emphasized that the same TZM technology would not be suitable here since at

these relatively high temperatures steam is significantly dissociated and

hydrogen embrittlement as well as oxidation attack occur.
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In summary, the technology problems involved in this class of cycle are

not extreme and much of the component technology has already been subjected

to limited development. It is relatively well understood, so that a directed

program of development along any of these paths represents a technology risk

certainly commensurate with the gain.

VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE REGION (1500 to 2400 K)

The very high temperature region is particularly attractive due to the

potential for high efficiency. However, it represents also the greatest tech-

nology challenge. The combination of fusion, which is already considered a very

high technology risk, and other very high technology energy conversion systems

operating over this temperature range may be questioned on the grounds that

it involves a combination of risks. However, as stressed, efficiency improve-

ments in fusion cycles represent a unique payoff and the technology risks in-

volved in high-efficiency cycles are not in any way comparable to the exten-

sions in our knowledge of the physics required to create very high Q fusion sys-

tems. Our knowledge of plasma physics is such that low Q systems are the rea-

sonable projection for the future, and these in turn most inevitably will require

high efficiency. Indeed, low Q machines may very probably be the type of practical

fusion devices which we can envision for the future. Furthermore, advanced fuel
11 3

cycles such as the PB cycle or the DH cycle offer a potential for a nearly

radioactivity-free fusion system, and as such deserve ernest attention. The

inherent low Q nature of these cycles, however, will require high efficiency

cycles as a matter of absolue necessity.

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

While the magnetohydrodynamic cycles do not work well until temperatures

of about 1800 K are reached, and even in this range only represent a slight

improvement over the potential of the noble gas turbine cycles, their efficiency

rapidly increases until, at 2400 K, they have a potential cycle efficency of

about 70%.

At the present time, magnetohydrodynamics is a well-supported activity out

of DOE's Office of Fossil Energy. This is a directed program to burn coal at

very high efficiencies. This could, for example, consist of a system of steam

driven compressors which drive air through a regenerator. The air would be

seeded with coal dust and cesium, with energy extraction occurring through a

magnetohydrodynamic channel. The tail gases would be cleaned up while
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regenerating heat for steam to operate the compressor. By using the waste gas

to generate steam to operate the compressors, the cycle is essentially a com-

bined cycle. However, one of the difficulties is the corrosive nature of the

coal/air combustion, with resulting rapid wall erosion. While there has

been encouraging progress in extending channel life, a back-up program has been

continued which involves essentially a clean gas MHD system suitable for ap-

plications to fusion systems. In this system the gas would be a closed cycle

inert gas, such as helium seeded with cesium. Again, it would use a steam

heated compressor system as the bottoming cycle with seed gas recovery and re-

generators of a conventional nature. Such a cycle would avoid the problem of

channel erosion up to temperatures of about 2100 K, based on available data.

Beyond 2100 K, channel development would be required. Thus, while MHD represents

a difficult technology, its long history and continuous support does give it a

significant technology basis. The temperature range available to it is small,

but an efficient concept operating at 2100 K could possibly exceed 65% in

plant thermal efficiency.

THE WAVE ENERGY EXCHANGER

A more recent concept for exploiting the potential of high temperatures as

a method of increasing thermal efficiency is a device called the wave energy ex-

changer. This device overlaps the intermediate range temperature cycles start-

ing at about 1400 K and extends up to about 2400 K. It is based on the principle

of expanding the hot working gases into a bank of rotating tubes on the rim

of a cylindrical drum and using the expansion work available in the hot gas

to compress a cold working fluid, usually of much lower molecular weight. Under

proper operating conditions, the wall temperatures of the device can be main-

tained at temperatures low enough so that the "energy exchanger" or, more properly,

the device for transferring the work from the hot working gas to the cold

working gas, is at a temperature consistent with available high strengths materials.

Such a device, therefore, acts as a substitute for very high temperature tur-

bine development and, as such, it can be utilized in a wide variety of cycles

in the 1400 to 2400 K temperature range in which such developments will either

be relatively difficult or can only be carried out by mangetohydrodynamic channels.

The operation of this device has been previously described in the litera-
4 5

ture. ' It was first suggested in the early 40's prior to the development of
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current super-alloys for use in gas turbines, as a method of providing a topping

unit but was not utilized at that period due to the rapid development of high

temperature super-alloys and the decreasing emphasis on high thermal efficiency

during the period of falling fuel prices which followed World War II. More

recently, our increased knowledge of wave processes has led to a renewed interest

in devices of this type as a method of obtaining very high efficiencies, and

currently a program is under way at Mathematical Sciences Northwest to explore

the scaling laws involved in designing these machines for a variety of high

temperature applications, ranging from the power industry to chemical process-

ing systems.

At the present time, a reference by Mr. Pete Rose explores these applica-

tions and describes the Mathematical Sciences program in detail. It is, however,

beyond the scope of this paper to describe in detail the gasdynamics of the oper-

ation of such a machine. However, the logical thennodynamic equivalent of such

a machine, for the reader's convenience, can be offered. Thermodynamically,

this device consists of a method of expanding a high temperature working gas

at high temperatures and thus it can be thermodynamically replaced by a

"magic" turbine which can withstand thermal inlet temperatures beyond metal-

lurgical capabilities. This "magic" turbine would be connected by a shaft to

a virtually symmetrical compressor which would compress a cold, low molecular

weight gas, which in turn would drive the powered turbine. As such, the unit,

when it is interposed in a high temperature cycle, only acts as a device for

permitting turbine inlet temperatures beyond those of conventional metallurgy,

at the cost, nonetheless, of the addition of a new component and a correspond-

ing set of gasdynamic losses. At temperatures below 1400 K, the losses would

most likely overcome the advantages of avoiding the difficulties of turbine

cooling or metallurgical development. However, beyond this temperature, it

offers the potential of many cycle choices and, as such, is worthy of inclusion

in this program. While it is a concept based on straightforward gasdynamic

principles which have been well proved, its state of development is still

relatively new and its only current commercial application has been that of a

turbosupercharger for automotive application. The current program at Math-

ematical Sciences should, however, provide a sound base for this study.

The energy exchanger, therefore, fits well with the number of choices

available to the energy conversion scientist in exploring the range of tempera-

tures which can be made available through fusion reaction systems.
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SUMMARY

The energy conversion engineer has at his or her disposal a number of

approaches which offer the potential, depending on the blanket capabilities

which can be developed, of increasing the efficiency of fusion energy systems

from 45% to higher than 70%, as shown in Figure 2, and which thus offer impor-

tant incentives for the development of high temperature blanket systems.

HIGH TEMPERATURE BLANKETS

This working group reviewed the presentations of the blanket group from

the first day of the workshop. The blankets generally fell into two classes.

The first class consisted of refractory ceramic oxides. These were either the

equivalent of stationery pebble-bed heaters or moving pebble-bed heaters,

such as magnesium oxide, zirconium oxide, or other low-Z refractory oxides, and

were heated internally by the fusion neutrons. Depending on the particular

design, gases were continually circulated through the refractory oxide or the

refractory oxides were moved through a ball conveyor system through the working

fluid itself.

The potential for high temperature appears to exist in all of these systems.

However, it is fully recognized that a very significant development program

would be required to develop this blanket technology. The problems which appear

of concern are the resistance of the refractory elements to neutron damage and

cyclic heating and cooling. A further problem would be the fraction of fusion

energy which would have to be devoted to the breeding of tritium, lowering the

effective Q available from the reactor fusion neutrons. In addition, neutron

absorption from the various structural components would further decrease the

effective Q. These losses in available energy from the fusion neutrons are a

problem which tends to become more severe as the effective Q is lowered. Another

very necessary aspect of these refractory blanket materials is the use of a

design with sufficient thermal capacity so that cycling of the fusion reactor,

either necessary or inadvertent, will allow proper cooling and heating rates in

the cycle.

Note that not all of the possible high temperature energy conversion systems
could be considered. However, these cycles are enough to demonstrate the
possibilities. Also, note that the noble gas turbine is indicated as limited
to temperatures of 1500 K or lower. As discussed earlier, however, higher
temperature operation, i.e., up to ^1800 K appears possible, either with
cooling (which would involve some thermodynamic penalty) or refractory metal
blading.
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While it was not the responsibility of this group to examine the entire

blanket problem, it did seem feasible to the energy conversion group that

blanket concepts with a temperature range from well above 1000 K to tempera-

tures approaching 2000 K exist.

Within this range of temperatures, depending on the refractory blanket

material used to absorb the neutron energy, noble working gases such as helium

or argon appear particularly suited for such operation. However, both steam

and CO- can also be considered as working fluids.

Liquid metal blankets such as liquid lithium or lithium-lead mixtures

should also be considered, due to their more efficient use of fusion neutrons

at higher temperatures. However, the blanket designs suffer from potential

containment problems. They must be at lower pressures and must involve methods

of removing the liquid lithium or liquid-lithium-lead mixtures in and out of

the reactor without unusual magnetohydrodynamic effects. Metal corrosion

will require lithium-resistant blanket walls such as TZM material carefully

insulated or a layer of cooled lithium against the wall to reduce corrosion.

It should be poin.ed out that such blankets had been considered in the

early days of fusion but at low temperatures, the problems of tritium removal

and magnetohydrodynamics did not appear amenable to reasonable engineering

solutions. However, as indicated at this meeting, several studies, such as

those of Los Alamos and the proposal made by A. Hertzberg, deal specifically

with this problem of tritium removal and present potential engineering solu-

tions to the transport of these mixtures. Properly designed, these blankets

should have approximately the same operating temperature range capability of

the ceramic oxide blanket material.

SUMMARY

There appeared to be available blanket concepts capable of delivering

working gases at the temperature which can be effectively used in high energy

conversion systems. The refractory oxide systems can handle a variety of

useful working gases at intermediate pressures but suffer from unknowns con-

cerning the resistance of the substances to neutron damage, thermal shock

resistance, and compromises to their efficiency as high enthalpy gas heaters

due to the restraints of tritium breeding and the requirement for large amounts

of parasitic neutron loss in the structure. Liquid metal systems such as
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lithium or lithium-lead appear attractive, particularly in the high temperature

range. However, the metallurgical and MHD problems of handling these fluids,

as well as the requirement of preventing tritium buildup, will require an

equally long development period. It does appear, however, that both of these

systems can be adapted for use with high efficiency cycles.

THE INTEGRATION OF HIGH EFFICIENCY ENERGY CONVERSION
SYSTEMS AND SYNTHETIC FUEL MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

In this area, this subgroup felt in the majority, as energy conversion

engineers, that they should first examine the potential of synthetic fuels

as it would affect the overall performance of fusion energy systems. In

particular, the question of whether or not a fusion power plant should best

be devoted entirely to synthetic fuel production or to the production of

electricity proved to be a point that we were not able to resolve within

this working group. The group felt that powerful agruments could be developed

for the use of synthetic fuels, produced either solely from plants optimized

for synthetic fuel production or from plants in which a significant fraction

of the capacity diversion could be used for synthetic fuel production.

In either case, high efficiency plays an important role in such power

plants. First, the utilization of high temperature blankets to create heated

working fluids for operation in a synthetic fuel plant fits very well with

many concepts. These blanket concepts could also be readily adapted to high

efficiency cycles. Furthermore, the diversion of that part of the blanekt

energy towards shaft work which would be necessary to operate the plant

benefits from high efficiency. It does appear that in all such systems the

cost of the technology to utilize the high temperature working gases in the

high efficiency cycle would be a relatively small capital investment, as com-

pared with the capital investment in the fusion heating system and the as-

sociated fuel production power plant.

As a practical engineering matter, electrolysis by one of the new

processes would allow the production of hydrogen efficiency. An energy con-

version system whose overall plant efficiency exceeds 60% would allow little

reason to develop high temperature electrolysis since the potential of gain

would be significantly diminished. Thus, if efficiencies beyond the 60% range

are truly available, high efficiency electrolysis would seem to be the
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preferred system, since then the designer is not necessarily faced with the

choice of optimizing the power plant for either electrical production or syn-

thetic fuel production. The plant could just as well sell its power directly

on the line or divert it to electrolysis production. This, of course, pre-

sumes the development of high efficiency, low-capital-cost electrolysis plants.

The issue of balancing the load of an integrated power plant system was

an area which particularly attracted the attention of this group. It was

felt that fusion represents a high technology and a high-capital-cost heating

system. The optimum use of such a system would demand a constant power level

curve. The weekly and seasonal power swings in this country are already so

large as to require a topping capability and a reserve power capability which

is currently stretched to the limit. This problem has become particularly

sensitized by the lack of readily available fossil fuels and their high cost,

which makes the operation of low-capital-cost gas turbine peaking power plants

progressively more prohibitive. An optimal system, then requires the production

of synthetic fuels, which in the best of all possible worlds could be stored

on-site and which could be used with the appropriate high efficiency energy

conversion system selected for the fusion power plant to continue operation in

case of an inadvertent shutdown, since such synthetic fuels could be stored

on-site for normal load leveling as well.

The number of possible variations of this depend on whether pure hydrogen

or producer gas (hydrogen plus CO) is used, or whether ultimately synthetic

methane or other aliphatic hydrocarbons are produced. Studies have indicated

that this aspect of energy management is becoming increasingly important in

this country. Furthermore, it reflects even more strongly on high capital cost

heat energy sources. In all fairness, it should be pointed out that the

same argument could be used if synthetic fuels could be produced with extreme

efficiency from such a system. The automatic load leveling, whether it be

purely peaking loads, so-called swing loads, or emergency requirements, might

be most easily wet with such energy systems. This is an area which certainly

requires further detailed study.

SUMMARY

The integration of high efficiency energy conversion systems may be the

very key to the efficient production of synthetic fuels. The combination of

high temperature blankets fits very naturally with the capability of energy
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conversion systems. Furthermore, the techniques of energy load leveling,

which are particularly important in fusion systems due to their high capital

cost, appear compelling.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the above Sections conclusions have been presented. In this Section

these will be briefly summarized for the convenience of the reader.

Conclusion 1

Fusion systems appear to lend themselves very effectively to high-

efficiency energy conversion systems. Depending on the temperature range,

efficiencies between 40 and 75% appear possible. For example, at 800 K, 45%

appears available with existing technology. If blankets can be developed beyond

the 2200 K range, system efficiencies between 75 and 65% are not out of the

question.

Conclusion 2

The blanket systems currently being considered for synthetic fuel pro-

duction lend themselves in general very well to such high-efficiency energy

conversion systems. However, special attention will have to be paid to main-

taining a large fraction of the available enthalpy from these blankets at

the very highest possible working temperatures, consistent: with the require-

ment of breeding and a practical fusion system.

Conclusion 3

High-efficiency cycles are critical to the development of synthetic fuel

operation. In particular, high-efficiency energy conversion systems, when

integrated with synthetic fuel plants, are required as a necessary aspect of

maximizing the return for such a capital-intensive energy production system.

Conclusion 4

The above discussions are preliminary and are intended to act only as

guides for further studies to examine the best ways of combining high

efficiency energy systems with synthetic fuel production.
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A. NEED FOR HYDROGEN FROM AN INEXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCE*

Presented by F. J. Salzano, Brookhaven National Laboratory-

World reserves of oil and gas are being rapidly depleted and the general

consensus is that they will be essentially gone in a short period of time.

Many of the industrialized nations, the United States for example, are now

importing a large fraction of their petroleum needs, with consequent worries

about sources of supply to maintain continued growth patterns, future prices,

and effects on the balance of payments.

It is generally believed that future energy demands which have in the past

relied on oil and gas will, in the future, have to be supplied by alternate

sources. This will mean an increased reliance on established energy sources

such as coal and nuclear (LW&) to meet the projected energy deficit.

Coal can supply both electricity and synthetic portable fuels, but there

appear to be concerns as to the degree which it can meet future demands, in

terms of production rates, total available resources, and possible harmful en-

vironmental effects. For example, the potential long-range climatological

effects of large additions of CO- to the atmosphere are being studied.

Nuclear (LWR) sources, though, can supply energy primarily to generate

electric power. This will help to abate some of the demands for oil and gas.

However, for a number of demand sectors, practical technology has not yet

been developed (and may never be) for direct electrical use. Also, nuclear

(LWR) may be found wanting as an energy source in a few decades due to heavy

pressure on uranium reserves. The long-range prospects for nuclear energy

deployment also depend upon demonstration of terminal waste disposal technology

and resolution of broader energy policy questions.

These conditions have led to an increased interest to identify a way to

produce substitue fuels, e.g., hydrogen, from the inexhaustible energy sources,

that is, solar, geothermal, fission (breeder), and fusion.

Hydrogen's potential to be derived from renewable as well as from fossil

resources such as coal, has caught the imagination of many, here and abroad.

Hydrogen can serve multiple functions; if derived from an inexhaustible or

renewable resource as a chemical feedstock for much more efficient coal lique-

faction and gasification; ammonia production and metal-ore reduction; as an

efficient source of electricity by using fuel cells; and ultimately, as a
_

Published in Trans. Am. Nuc. Soc.
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primary transportable fuel. The supply of hydrogen would be virtually unlimited

since it is obtained from water. It is generally lecognized, though, that

hydrogen's entry into the energy infrastructure, on a large scale, is not a

near-term option. Yet, there exist opportunities for establishing closer

relationships with complementary technologies such as fusion, solar, and fuel

cell development that may improve these prospects. Before hydrogen can begin

to play the role of a universal fuel, developments in pertinent technology will

be required; but these do not appear to be radical departures from the current

state-of-the-art.

It should be noted that prior to 1950, substantial quantities of hydrogen

mixed with CO were produced from coal and distributed in cities as town gas.

Some cities in the world still distribute a 50%-by-volume mixture of H 2 with

CO in city distribution systems. Currently, hydrogen is an industrial commodity,

derived primarily froii natural gas and the technology for handling it is famil-

iar to industry.

In summary, one may equate interest and commitment pertinent to hydrogen

technology development to the availability (or lack) of special indigenous

energy resources in a nation. The major thrust in hydrogen-related R&D is most

evident in the resource-starved areas of the world, such as western Europe

Japan. World-wide interest is brought about by recognition of hydrogen as a

future "insurance policy," and a present opportunity to exploit hydrogen's flex-

ibility as both a chemical commodity and non-polluting fuel supplement as well

as an efficient energy-carrying alternative to conventional and energy wasteful

transport systems.

Major inroads to the U.S. and world energy economy will be made by con-

tinuing to upgrade the state-of-the-art of key technologies, such as:

1. Continued development of low-cost, high-efficiency hydrogen produc-

tion systems in areas of water electrolysis, coal conversion, and

assessing the feasibility of thermochemical decomposition processes,

2. Accelerated investigations of renewable resource conversion to hydro-

gen as a chemical commodity in the near term and a fuel in the longer

term.

3. Development and pilot-scale testing of safe, low-cost, high-capacity,

hydrogen storage subsystems tied to resource conversion and resource

recovery options.
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Development, test, and demonstration of hydrogen end uses such as

traction applications, dispersed power generation, and total energy

systems-market projections and development.

Development and/or verification of the compatibility of hydrogen as

a substitute for conventional fuels within the present energy infra-

structure.
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B. SYNTHETIC FUELS FROM FUSION REACTORS AOT> COAL*
Presented by M. Steinberg, Broqkhaven National Laboratory

Fusion reactors could displace a. large amount of coal needed for syn-

thetic fuel production. A unique feature of a fusion reactpr. is that it

can potentially supply high-temperature steam in the range of 1OQQ to 1500 C,

obtained by internal heating of a refractory-containing fusion blanket by

absorbing fusion neutrons. The high temperature steam could be electrolyzed

in a high-temperature electrolyzer (HTE) and/or converted in a high tempera-

ture steam gasifier (HTSG) with coal. The HTE could produce H2 at 50 to 70%

overall thermal efficiency. The HTSG would eliminate the need for oxygen and

excess coal to provide the endothermic heat of reaction for the water-gas reac-

tion. Fusion reactors, in combination with HTE and HTSG, would convert coal

to Synthetic Natural Gas (SNG) and liquid gasoline; the efficiency of utili-

zation of coal in such a system could be improved from 1.6 to 3.2 times for

SNG and from 1.8 to 2.4 times for liquid fuel, compared with coal-only pro-

cesses. The fusion reactor HTE-HTSG system for synthetic fuels increases

utilization of the coal resources by a factor of 2 for liquid and 3 for gas

production, with a 2- to 3-fold reduction in the environmental pollution fac-

tors (i.e., reduced mining hazards, reduced release of toxic agents, and re-

duced buildup of CO2 in the atmosphere which might lead to a catastrophic

climate "greenhouse" effect). The combined fusion reactor-coal system be-

comes economically competitive with conventional all-coal systems above a

cost of coal in the range of $28 to $46/ton [assuming that the cost of the

fusion reactor is charged at $400/kW(t)l« Approximately 200 fusion reactors

3890 MW(t) each) with a, coal production of 300 million tons of coal could

supply all the natural gas consumed in the country in 1977. Approximately 100

fusion reactors (6130 MW(t) each) combined with 394 million tons of coal could

supply all the gasoline consumed in 19/7, Current coal production capacity

would be sufficient to produce all the gaseous and liquid fuel in the country.

Because of distribution, storage, and end-use utilization, hydrogen

will probably not significantly repla.ce liquid and gaseous carbonaceous fuels

in the U. S. in the next several decades. However, hydrogen derived from

*Published in Trans. Am. Nuc. Soc.
**A more complete description is available in "Synthetic Fuels From Fusion
Reactors and Coal", M. Steinberg, BNL-26710, Brookhaven National Labora-
tory, Upton, NY (July 1979).
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non-conventional energy sources, such as fusion, can be extremely useful in

converting carbonaceous raw materials to carbonaceous synthetic fuels,

mainly SNG, alcohols, gasoline, and oils. The major carbonaceous raw mate-

rials include coal, biomass (agricultural and aquatic) and carbon dioxide (from

limestone, natural wells, or the atmosphere). By far the most readily avail-

able, efficient, and useful source of carbon is coal.

Methods of conversion of coal to synthetic gaseous and liquid fuels are

shown in Figure 1. The conventional SNG route involves the steps of: (1) gasi-

fication of the coal with steam to produce CO and H~ (synthetic gas) in an

endothermic process (water-gas reaction), the energy being provided by oxida-

tion of additional carbon with oxygen supplied from an air liquefaction plant,

(2) reaction of the CO with more steam (water-gas-shift reaction) to Hj and

CO., (3) removal of the acid gases, CO, and H.S, and (4) adjustment of the H~

to CO molar ratio to 3 to 1 for combination in a catalytic convertor to CH^

(SNG). A more advanced method involves the catalytic gasification of coal with
2 4

stem to methane and C02 (Catalytic Gasification). ' Another advanced system

involves direct hydrogenation of coal to methane (Hydrane and Flash Hydro-

pyrolysis). '

For production of liquid hydrocarbons, several different routes are

possible. One route involves catalytic recombination of synthesis gas (CO

and Ho) to aliphatic and oxygen-containing hydrocarbons (Fisher-Tropsch
3

Synthesis). Another route is the direct catalytic hydrogenation of coal

to aromatic and aliphatic bvdrocarbons (H-Coal). A third indirect route is

to gasify coal to produce synthesis gas (CO and H.), steam shift the CO to

hydrogen, adjust the ratio of H-/CO to 2/1, and then catalytically recombine

to methanol, followed by the catalytic dehydration of methanol to gasoline

(Mobil Process).4

In all of these processes, the H/C ratio in the coal increases from

approximately 0.8 to 2.0 for liquid fuels and to 4 for SNG. Water,

ash, and oxygen are also eliminated. The hydrogen and steam needed to per-

form this conversion is produced at the expense of the coal which is converted

to an end-wate product, CO.. The thermal and coal utilization efficiencies

are listed in Table 1. The thermal efficiency is based on the higher heating

value of the product gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon fuel, divided by the heating
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Table 1

Ideal Process Efficiencies

Thermal Efficiency

1. All Coal SNG Processes

a) steam-O, gasification and methanation
b) catalytic gasification
c) direct hydrogenation

2. All Coal Liquid Fuel Processes

a) direct catalytic hydrogenation
b) steam-02 gasification; methanolation

and dehydration
c) Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

3. Fusion/Coal SNG Processes

a) fusion HTSG, methanation
b) fusion HTE*, steam-oxygen and methanation
c) fusion HTSG, HTE*, "and methanation
d) fusion HTE* and direct hydrogenation

4. Fusion/Coal Liquid Fuel

a) fusion HTE* with direct catalytic
hydrogenation of coal

b) fusion HTE* and HTSG to methanol with
subsequent catalytic dehydration

72
100
88

93
70

70

78
52
59
66

50
69

100
100

75

63

Coal Utilization

32
44
39

56
42

42

100

100

Assumes 60 percent thermal efficiency for conversion of fusion energy to
hydrogen by the HTE process.
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value of the coal taken as carbon. The coal utilization efficiency is

the ratio of the carbon in the product fuel to the carbon in the coal

used in the entire process. These are idealized efficiencies since they

assume recovery of all sensible and latent heat. Without heat recovery

and for an actual coal consumption, the thermal efficiencies can be as

much as 20% less than those shown in the Table.

It can be seen that although the thermal efficiencies for coal con-

version to gases and liquids can range from approximately 70 to 100%, the

coal utilization efficiency ranges only from approximately 30 to 45% for

gases and from 40 to 60% for synthetic liquids. Thus, from 60 to 70% of

the carbon is used to produce steam and hydrogen and ends as a waste material,

CO.. It is this larger fraction of carbon that can be saved by using fusion

reactors.

Fusion reactors can displace the large bulk of coal needed for synfuel

production by producing the needed steam and hydrogen directly. There are

two modes for synfuel production; a high-temperature electrolyzer (HTE) to

produce H. and 0_, and a high-temperature-steam gasifier (HTSG) combined with

coal to produce syngas (CO and H_)-

Figure 2 indicates processes for synthetic gaseous and liquid carbonaceous

fuels for a fusion/coal system. These parallel the conventional processes

in Figure 1 except that the fusion reactor produces hydrogen and steam for

converting carbon to synthetic fuels. The processes are also simpler since

the correct H-/CO ratio can be achieved by adding H~ from the HTE to the syngas

produced in the HTSG. The shift convertor is eliminated and the acid gas

removal considerably reduced.

A 250 million SCFD conventional SNG plant requires 12,270 ton/d of coal fee

The fusion reactor, HTE-HTSG, combination reduces the coal requirement to

395C -on/d of coal, a reduction by a factor of 3.1. The fusion reactor size

is 3890 MW(t). The efficiency for the entire system is 75.5% assuming all

heat is recovered. Table 2 shows the economics of the 1977 dollar; when coal

exceeded approximately $28 per ton, a fusion/coal system is cheaper than con-

ventional coal gasification. This cost is close to present coal costs.

The fusion reactor and coal requirements for a coal liquefaction plant

to produce gasoline by the indirect methanol route for a plant capacity of
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Table 2

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL AND PRODUCTION COST FOR
COAL GASIFICATION AND (SNG) METHANE PRODUCTION

Plant Capacity - 250xl06 SCF/D
(1977 dollars)

Capital Cost

Cost
Component

do's)

Fusion Reactor-HTE [$400/Kw(t)]

Gasifier

Pipeline

Meth&nator/Steam Producer

Total

Yearly Costs (106S/yr)

Fusion/Coal
Burning Bush

[3890 MW(t)] S

$

1.6

0.1

0.2

0.1

2.0

System
Concept

Conventional
Coal

Gasification

1.0

0.1

—

$ 1.1

Amortization of Capital at 152

Operating

Steam Process Heat Credit

Total

Product Cost [$/1000 ft3] - 80% P.F.

Capital, Operating & Steam Credit

Coal Cost at S27.60/Ton

Total Methane Cost

$ 300

30

- 82

S 248

$ 3.40

0.43 [3890 t/d]

$ 3783

$ 165

16

S Tel

S 2.48

1.35 [12,300 t/d]

$ 1783
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100,000 bbl/day (equivalent to about the capacity of a modern crude oil

refinery), corresponds to a 6130 MW(t) fusion reactor and 10,800 ton/d of

coal. This compares to the conventional plant requirement of 25,700 ton/d.

A preliminary estimate of the capital, operating, and break-even coal cost

for gasoline production is given in Table 3. No credit for by-product process

steam is taken. The break-even cost of coal amounts to about $46/ton.

An evaluation of the potential for providing the total carbonaceous

gaseous and liquid fuel demand in the U.S. is given in Table 4. It would take

200 fusion reactors combined and 300 million ton/yr of coal to produce the

equivalent of all the natural gas consumed in the country in 1977, which

amounted to 19 trillion SCF. The coal requirement is only 50% of that which

was produced in 1977. If only coal were used in conventional synfuel plants,

there would have been a short fall of 333 million tons and this does not even

take into account that at least 400 million tons of coal were used to generate

electric power. A similar conclusion results when considering gasoline pro-

duction. In this case, 100 fusion reactor plants (6000 MW(t) capacity) con-

verting 394 million ton/yr of coal would have been required. There would not

have been enough coal for the conventional coal liquefaction plants to the

extent of 339 million tons if total replacement of imported oil had been re-

quired. It is expected that the supply and demand of coal will grow in the

next several decades, however, at a relatively slow rate, doubling by the

end of the century. Thus, the concept of fusion reactor/HTE-HTSG which would

significantly extend the coal resource for synfuel production could become a

significant factor in efficiently utilizing this natural resource in the

future of the U.S.

In the event that environmental or siting problems dictate a reduction in

the utilization of coal, the fusion reactor-HTE concapt producing hydrogen can

be combined with CO. derived from either limestone, natural wells, or the

atmoshpere to produce synfuels.

A process flow sheet, based on the recovery of atmospheric CO,, is

shown in Figure 3. The hydrogen is produced in an HTE from water and the CO-

is recovered from the atmosphere by absorption-stripping in dilute carbon-

ate solution. The H. and CO. are catalytically combined to methanol and

subsequently catalytically dehydrated to gasoline.
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Table 3

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF CAPITAL AND PRODUCTION COST FOR
FUSION RFACTOR/HTE-HTSG PLANT FOR

COAL LIQUEFACTION AND GASOLINE PRODUCTION

Plane C a p a c i t y - 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 Bb.l/Day
(1977 dollars)

Cost Component

Capital Cost (1O9S)

Fusion Reactor-HTE ($400/KW(t))

Gasifier t 6 1 3 ° •»<*"

Methanolator

De hydra tor

Total

Yearly Cost ($106 $/yr)

Amortization of Capital

Operating

Total

Production Cost [$/Bbl] - 80% P.F.

Fusion Reactor
Coal Systea

$ 2.5

0.2

0.2

0.2

$ ITT

$ 465

95

S 560

Conventional
Coal Liquefaction

$ ITo

$ 300

65

$ 365

Capital and Operating $ 19.20 $ 12.33

Coal Cost at $45.80/ton 4.90 [10,800 t/d] 11.77 [25,700 t/d]

Total $ 24.10 $ 24.10
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T a b l e 4

POTENTIAL CAPACITY OF FUSION REACTORS
WITH HTE AND HTSG FOR SUPPLYING THE TOTAL SYNFUEL

REQUIREMENTS IN THE U . S .

Reference Year-1977 1

S y n f u e l
Conventional

Coal Conversion

19xlO12

52xlO9

933x106

200

3.62xlO9

10x106

939x1O6

100

Fusion Reactor
With HTE-HTSG

19xlO12

52xlO9

300xl06

200

200

3.62x109

lOxlO6

394x1O6

100

100

Natural Gas Consumption SCF/yr

SNG Requirement, SCF/D

Coal Requirement, Tons/Yr

No. of 250xl06 SCF/D Plants

No. of 3890 MW(t) Fusion Reactors

Gasoline Consumption Bbl/Yr

Gasoline Requirement Bbl/Day

Coal Requirements Ton/Yr

No. of 100,000 Bbl/Day Plants

Mo. of 6130 MW(t) Fusion

1) 1977 production of coal amounted to 600xl06 ton/yr
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Utilizing CC>2 from the atmosphere essentially simulates the photo-

synthetic process in that COo is converted to carbonaceous fuels which are

then burned back to C0_. No additional CO, is emitted to the atmosphere, thus

avoiding the "greenhouse" effect. Additionally the processing plant can be

sited at any location since the C0_ concentration is practically the same all

over the globe.

The fusion reactor/coal system can act as a bridge to the inevitable non-

fossil hydrogen-based fuel system in the longer term future.
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C. FUSION HIGH-TEMPERATURE ELECTROLYSIS
Presented by J. Fillo, Brookhaven National Laboratory

The fusion synfuels program at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is

investigating high-temperature electrolysis (HTE) technology for fusion re-

actors. Analytical studies of synfuel blankets and HTE process systems are

being carried out, together with materials compatibility studies of candidate

high-temperature ceramics for potential HTE process streams (steam, steam plus

hydrogen, and carbon dioxide). Materials studies for HTE cells capable of

operating at ^1500 C are also being performed.

In low-temperature electrolysis of liquid water, virtually all of the

energy for decomposition is put in as electricity, and there are substantial

overvoltage inefficiencies due to the oxygen electrodes. With HTE, a large

fraction of the decomposition energy input is heat instead of electricity

(e.g., at an electrolysis temperature of 1500 C, ̂ 40% of the energy input is

heat) and electrode overvoltages virtually disappear.

HTE uses arrays of tubes of relatively small diameter (̂ 1 to 2 cm), thick-

walled porous ceramic (e.g., stabilized ZrO,) on which a succession of thin

electrode layers of suitably doped ceramics have been deposited. The ^ and

Oj ceramic electrodes are separated by a thin (several mils) electrolyte layer

of yttria-stabilized ZrO,. Electrodes are electrically connected in series
z 2

along each tube to minimize I R losses.

Individual and small arrays of HTE cells have operated at ^1000 C for

many thousands of hours. Long-term operation of large HTE arrays is needed to

fully demonstrate HTE technology, along with R&D on improved cell materials for

higher temperature operation to increase the proportion of energy put in as

high-temperature heat.

As an example of an HTE/fusion synthetic fuel plant, all electrical pro-

duction goes to the HTE cells to make hydrogen/electricity for sale, depending

on market demand. Two blanket module types are required; the first type heats

steam or CO, to high temperatures for the HTE cells (T >̂  1000 C) while the

second heats a working fluid for an electrical power cycle and breeds tritium

In the first type, module shells operate at relatively low temperatures

(-v-300 C), with the coolant providing heat for a power cycle. The hot insulated
_

Published in Trans. Am. Nuc. Soc.
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interiors of the modules are directly heated by neutron and gamma energy and

absorb "v50 to 60% of the total fusion energy. The steam or CO- coolant is

electrolyzed in the HTE cells with the heat input coming from sensible heat.

The second module type is a two-temperature-zone module design with a

hot 0^800 C) He-cooled interior and a separately-cooled, lower temperature

(^300 C) structural shell. The lower temperature coolant generates steam and

the higher temperature heat superheats it for a steam power cycle. Tritium is

bred in solid lithium compounds and released to the helium coolant stream

from which it can be subsequently recovered.

Materials experiments indicate that ZrO_ and A1.0- are suitable for long-

term service up to "V1500 C (the present experimental limit at BNL) in steam,

steam plus hydrogen, and CO, process streams. Experiments with SiC and MgO

indicate these materials are restricted to somewhat lower temperatures.

Figure 1 shows projected overall efficiencies, i.e., total fusion energy

(including alpha particle energy) to hydrogen chemical energy for the HTE/fusion

process. Depending on HTE cell temperature and overall power cycle efficiency,

overall synfuel efficiency is expected to be in the range of 50 to 70%.

Fusion thus appears capable of producing hydrogen, the basic raw material

for synthetic fuels, at high efficiency using high-temperature electrolysis

of steam. HTE process technology has been successfully demonstrated on a

relatively small scale and can be demonstrated on a pilot-plant scale in the

next few years.
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D. A TRITIUM SELF-SUFFICIENT 1600 K PROCESS HEAT FUSION REACTOR BLANKET
CONCEPT *
Presented by J. H. Pendergrass, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Most studies of nonelectric applications of fusion energy have considered

only generation of high-temperature heat in blankets that deliver heat to sepa-

rate process streams. Although offering potential efficiency and capital cost

advantages, direct nuclear heating of process streams is infrequently considered

because of neutron-induced ratioactivity contamination. If tritium breeding

is restricted to lower temperature (< 800 K) blanket regions, in series or

parallel with high-temperature process heat zones, only o» 20 to 40% of the to-

tal fusion reactor energy release can be delivered at higher temperatures if
1 2

tritium breeding ratios (BR) greater than one are mandated. ' However, both

high fractional delivery of fusion energy at high temperature and tritium fuel

cycle self-sufficiency are important for economic viability of fusion reactors

as process heat sources.

To obtain higher proportions of fusion energy at high temperatures while

simultaneously achieving BR > 1 in magnetically confined fusion process heat

blankets, an attempt was made to adopt the 1500 to 2000 K inertial confinement
3 4

fusion lithium boiler blanket concept to a tandem mirror reactor (TMR) design

for driving a thermochemical hydrogen cycle. Ground rules adopted were no in-

crease in the 8.4-m-diameter solenoidal magnet bore and no decrease in the 2
2

MW/m neutron wall loading. Reduced blanket neutron stopping power caused by

vapor volumes > 50 v/o at the top of the blanket makes adequate shielding of

superconducting magnets difficult under these ground rules. Furthermore, the

effects of strong magnetic fields on boiling and circulating of internally

heated liquid metals are poorly understood. Consequently, a lithium blanket

with boiling suppressed by pressurization was designed to operate at up to

- 1600 K, with lithium circulation by electromagnetic pumps. Ducts were sized

to minimize MHD pressure drops, and materials of construction and design de-

tials were adapted from the lithium boiler concept. Neutronics studies indi-

cate delivery of ^ 74% of fusion neutron energy (or nearly 60% of total fusion

reactor energy release) as ^ 1100 to 1500 K sensible heat with a BR = 1.48.

The pressure required to supress boiling is only about 0.1 MPa at 1600 K; a

* Published in Trans. Am. Nuc. Sor..
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design value of 3 MPa was selected to match blanket pressure to thernochemical

process stream pressure and minimize loading across heat exchanger surfaces.

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory's bismuth sulfate hybrid hydrogen

thermochemical cycle involves decomposition of gaseous SO. to SO- and 0. at

i> 1500 K maximum temperature allowing for ^ 100 K temperature drops across

the primary heat exchanger. Lower temperatures are possible with increased

process materials recycle.

Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual solution to the severe materials and

structural design problems associated with lithium containment and heat trans-

fer to oxidizing gas streams at such temperatures and pressures. The TZM

liner material (0.5 wt% Ti, 0.08 wt% Zr, balance Mo) reportedly showed no at-

tact by purified (few ppm oxygen) lithium in 1000-h experiments at 1923 K.

Because TZM has inadequate creep resistance at these temperatures and is ex-

pensive, thin (1-2 mm) liners supported by porous insulation (e.g., graphite

or ceramic foams or multiple metal foils) capable of transmitting internal

pressure loads to a separately cooled (800-900 K) steel structure are used.

The load-bearing insulation is pressurized to 3 MPa with helium gas that is

circulated for tritium removal. Of 2500 MWt total blanket power, ̂  1838 MWt

is deposited in high-temperature lithium, i> 255 MWt appears in -v 750^-800 K

lithium structure coolant, and <\» 407 MWt is removed by * 750-800 K helium.

Lower temperature heat is converted to electric power for fusion driver re-

circulating power and for electrolysis. Based on lithium velocities of *>»

0.0117 to 0.0594 m/s in 50 mm ducts, 40. kg/s module mass flow rates, and

0.025 MPa MHD pressure drops, the total lithium pumping power is ̂  0.5 MWe.

The process heat exchanger, a cross-flow double-walled plate type, has a TZM

liner on the lithium side and oxide ceramic foam on the process side, with

structural strength provided by the ceramic. Ceramic support of metal liners
9

for industrial heat exchangers is presently under development. Double-walled

construction with helium circulation between walls provides an effective barrier

to tritium migration (Figure 1).
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E. C0/H2 PRODUCTION USING FUSION REACTOR HEAT*
Presented by Professor A. Hertzberg, University of Washington

INTRODUCTION

An analytic study has been conducted to determine the feasibility of pro-

ducing CO using fusion reactor heat and gas dynamic compression heating. The

CO produced in this manner is separated out and reacted with steam in a "water

gas shift" to fbrm H2, the desired end product. Key elements in the system in-

clude the high temperature (> 2000 K) fusion reactor blanket, a chemical "wave

reactor" where gas dynamic heating and cooling occur, and the chemical separation

plant. These elements are discussed with regard to key technological issues,

design concepts, and preliminary estimates of overall cycle efficiency.

DESCRIPTION OF CO/H2 PRODUCTION PROCESS

The H2 production process is depicted in the simplified flow chart given

in Figure 1. The C02-He coolant gas stream is heated in the fusion blanket

above 2000 K, resulting in a small amount of CO2 dissociation. The exit gas

enters a chemical wave reactor which further heats and compresses the gas to

3000 K with significantly increased C0 ? dissociation. Once chemical equili-

brium is attained, the gas is rapidly cooled to below 2000 K in an unsteady ex-

pansion wave to prevent the combination of the CO and 02- This compression

and expansion of the gas stream is the same process which occurs in a single

pulse shock tube . Once the gas leaves the wave reactor, it cooled by heat

exchangers at ambient temperatures. It then enters the C0-to-H2 conversion

chemical processing system, where CO is separated from the remaining CO2, O2,

and He diluent, and then passed into a "water gas shift" where it reacts with

steam to fprm H2 and CO2 (the latter is recycled with the CO2 and He separated

earlier). The C09 recycled from the water gas shift reactor must be quite
2

dry as water reduces CO yields significantly. After the gas stream is com-

pressed and preheated, the exit stream from the wave reacts.

Figure 2 shows the net mole fraction of CO in the dissociated gas versus

pressure and temperature . The equilibrium CO yield (mole fraction) increases

with decreasing pressure and increasing temperature. The 0 atom mole fraction

is subtracted from the CO mole fraction because 0 atoms will recombine with
4

CO very quickly and remove it from the gas stream. For temperatures of 3000 K

*This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract number

ET-78-C-06-1095.
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and C02 pressures of between 3 and 10 atmospheres, net equilibrium dissocia-

tion of CO is about 25%. In direct thermal splitting of water, the temperatures
Q

to achieve equivalent yields of H_ exceed 4000 K.

FUSION REACTOR BLANKET

Figure 3 shows a high temperature fusion blanket. The support structure

is maintained a a relatively low temperature (1200 - 1500 K) by the cold in-

let stream. The high temperature region of the blanket is not structurally

loaded. The coolant stream passes through the high temperature region and

extracts the energy deposited by neutrons and other exoergic reactions. To

minimize thermal stress, the high temperature region material may be layered

to allow the necessary relative expansion of adjacent layers.

A list of candidate materials with their melting points and thermal

neutron capture cross-sections is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1 - Potential Blanket Materials

Mean Thermal Neutron Cap-
Material Melting Point (K) ture Cross-Section (mb)

carbon 4000 (abl.) 3.4
SiC 3100 174/3.4
MgO 3098 64/0.3
ZrO. 2973 183(67*)/0.3
ZrCT 3533 183(67*)/3.4

* with "lZr removed

Materials such as SiC, C, MgO, and stabilized zirconia look attractive

as candidates for the high temperature blanket material. The neutron mean

free path for these materials is quite long (several tens of centimeters) so
2

that for first wall neutron loadings of ̂  1 MW/m , the power density deposi-

tion in the blanket is a few W/cm , Hence the power for pumping the coolant

through the blanket is relatively low as a result of the low gas flow rates

required. In addition, the coolant stream will undergo a large temperature
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rise in the blanket, about 1000 K. Blanket exit temperatures of 2400 K are

attractive from the viewpoint of the chemical wave reactor operation dis-

cussed below.

One key requirement in applying fusion reactors to synfuel production is

that of maintaining high (near 1) tritium breeding ratios. Typically, lithium

bearing breeding regions are put immediately behind the first wall and as a

result absorb a large fraction of the neutron energy. For the application

described here, the highest amount of the neutron er.ergy possible should be

deposited in the high temperature blanket region. As a result tritium breed-

ing and synfuel production have conflicting requirements. Our proposal is to

use a mixed D-D, D-T fuel cycle in the reactor and breed some of the required

tritium in the plasma itself and the rest in Li bearing regions outside the

high temperature blanket where near-thermal energy neutrons would be used. In
15 —3

this case, longer confinement times (nx - 2-4 x 10 cm sec) and higher

plasma temperatures (30- 50 keV) will be required to achieve good burn of a

mixed fuel cycle.

CHEMICAL WAVE REACTOR

A key element in the H_ production process is the thermal chemical wave

reactor where the necessary peak temperatures and rapid cooling of the gas

stream are achieved. A sketch of such a device is shown in Figure 4. Basi-

cally a chemical wave reactor is an array of single pulse shock tubes on the

periphery of a rotating drum which serves to convert the pulsed gas dynamic

processes occurring in a single pulse shock to a continuous process. The dy-

namic processes are depicted in Figure 5 where a wave (distance, time) dia-

gram is given. Such a diagram depicts the cycle of an individual tube as it

rotates with the drum. Stationary manifolds which supply the steady inlet

and outlet flows of the various gas streams are placed at points around the

periphery according to the timing depicted on the wave diagram. The process

begins with the C0_-He reactant stream entering the wave reactor. The flow

encounters a wall at the far end of the tube which stops the flow and sends

a shock wave back through the incoming gas. When the shock reaches the end

through which the gas enters, the tube is conpletely filled with the reactant

stream. A second high pressure stream of gas, termed the main auxiliary gaSj

then enters causing a shock wave to pass into the stationary reactant gas
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compressing it and imparting motion to the gas, When this shock wave reaches

the far end, the solid wall is again encountered with a zero velocity boundary

condition. This sends an additional shock through the flowing reactant gas

and auxiliary gas streams causing them to stop while compressing and heating

them. When the shock reaches the entering end, the auxiliary gas flow is

terminated and the reactant gas is now stationary at peak temperature and

pressure, typically 3000 K and 10 atmospheres. The dashed line indicates

the boundary between the reactant gas and the auxiliary gas.

Once chemical equilibrium is achieved in the reactant gas, the tube is

exposed to low pressure causing outflow of the auxiliary gas and an expansion

wave to propagate into the tube. This expansion wave imparts outward motion

to the gas and propagates down the tube to the end wall where it reflects as

an expansion wave, again stopping the flow. If the timing and wave strength

are chosen properly, the reactant gas is allowed to expand just enough to

occupy the full tube (as indicated by the dashed line) at reduced pressure

and temperature.

Finally, the stationary reactant gas leaves the tube when the tube is

exposed to lower pressure. At this point a second auxiliary stream flows

in and weak waves are used to adjust the velocity and pressure in the tube

to repeat the cycle.

A key figure of the chemical wave reactor is that in spite, of the high

reactant gas temperatures (1800 to 3000 K), the use of cold, light auxiliary

gases keeps the average wall temperature down to manageable levels. By flow-

ing the second auxiliary stream for a period of time in addition to that in-

dicated in Figure 5, the wall temperature can be kept to near 1100 K for the

cycle indicated. There are several materials which have sufficient structural

properties at this temperature.

The key requirement of the reactant gas expansion process is that it be

sufficiently fast and proceed to a low enough temperature so that signifi-

cant recombination of CO and 0_ does not occur. Therefore, chemisry calcula-

tions during gas expansion have been done. Hydrogen atoms resulting from

small levels of water impurity can yield chain reactions involving H and OH
2

(with large rate coefficients) causing CO and O_ to recombine much faster.
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The results of such calculations are shown in Figure 6a and 6b as a function

of percent He diluent and exit pressure for fixed peak and exit temperatures

of 3000 K and 1800 K, respectively. The initial increased yield with in-

creased diluent fraction at fixed exit pressure is a result of increased ex-

pansion cooling rates (hence improved freezing) and lower peak pressures re-

quired to give a fixed exit pressure. A peak is reached because the dilution

effect of He in the mixture takes over. These results suggest that diluent

fractions of 30 to 40 percent would be best. Peak yields of 13 percent CO

at 1 atmosphere exit pressure are calculated. However, when friction pressure

drop losses in the chemical wave reactor are taken into account, higher diluent

fractions are favored. As expected from kinetics and equilibrium considera-

tions, increasing exit (cycle) pressure results in decreased yield as shown

in Figure 6b. Reactor length also affects the time scale for cooling and

the effect of length is also shown in Figure 6b.

The reactant gas leaves the wave reactor at 1800 K. However, if it is

allowed to sit at this temperature for several milliseconds (the expansion

process in the wave reactor occurs in several tenths of milliseconds) then

significant i-. ombinations of CO and 0. can occur.. One finds that cooling
5

rates in the first heat exchanger of up to 10 K/sec are required with an

exit temperature of about 1400 K. Ceramic heat exchangers can provide such

cooling rates . However, it is in this first heat exchanger where the impact

of water impurity manifests itself the most. In the absence of water, five

to six percent of the "frozen" yield of CO is lost during cooling whereas 25%

of the yield is lost with just 5 ppm of water impurity. This is a result of

the long cooling time in the heat exchanger relative to that in the wave reac-

tor where 5 ppm of water has little effect. To minimize the impact of the

water impurity, cold iodine O-~) can be injected prior to the heat exchanger.

Iodine is known to inhibit the recombination of CO and 0, in the presence of
7 z

water. Additional heat exchangers are used to cool the gas to the ambient

temperatures required for the chemical processing system.

The separation process is based upon the COsorb process developed by

Tenneco which extracts the CO directly from the reactant stream. The re-

jected stream contains X0-, 0_, and He. The 0. is then separated out, for
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example, in a cryogenic plant and the CO«-He is recycled. The CO is then heated

and injected into the "water gas shift" reactor where it is reacted with steam

at temperatures between just above ambient and 600 K in the presence of catalysts

to form H o and CO. ( CO + H.O -»• CO- + H_). These reactors are used today, for

example, in one of the steps of the gasification of coal and have been able to

achieve 98% conversion of the CO to H-. Removal of CO. and 0- from CO prior

to entering the shift is required since excess C0 2 will inhibit conversion and

0- in the presence of the catalysts will reoxidize the CO. After leaving the

shift reactor the CO--H. stream is cooled and the CO. stripped out using MEA

(manoethanolamine). The CO is recombined with the C0,,-He stream previously

separated. The H 2 can be compressed and cooled for liquid storage as desired,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The process uses thermal dissociation of C0 2 to form CO which is then con-

verted to H- in a water gas shift reactor. Some CO dissociation occurs in the

2400 K gas stream issuing from the fusion blanket. Additional heating to 3000 K

takes place in a novel device called a wave reactor which uses unsteady com-

pression waves to complete the dissociation and unsteady expansion waves to

rapidly cool the resulting mixture of CO, 0«, and CO . The cooled or "frozen"

mixture retains a large fraction of the CO present at the peak dissociation tem-

perature. Excess oxygen, carbon dioxide, and diluent gases (used to enhance

cooling and heat transfer properties of the mixture) are extracted from the car-

bon monoxide, which is then converted to hydrogen in a conventional water gas

shift reactor.

The question of technical feasibility has focused on three aspects of this

system, namely, the high temperature fusion blanket design, the performance of

the wave reactor and the processes for converting the CO from the "frozen" gas

mixture to H_. We conclude that high temperature blanket designs are technically

feasible. Neutron energy will be deposited in high temperature materials in

sufficient quantities to dissociate a high mass flow of CO-. The approximate

thermal hydraulics analysis carried out to date suggests that heat transfer

canbe accomplished in refractory materials with relatively modest pumping

power requirements. A stress relieving design has been developed which should

alleviate the most severe problems and permit a cool wall to sustain most of

the pressure stresses. There are still unresolved materials compatibility

questions for the temperatures under consideration which may be answered only

through future engineering tests.
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The blanket analysis has been coupled to an investigation of tritium breed-

ing. The results show that it will be difficult to obtain a tritium breeding

ratio greater than one and still deposit most of the neutron energy in the high

temperature portion of the blanket. An alternative D-D rich fuel was studied

with the encouraging result that much of the tritium needed to sustain the

reaction could be produced in the plasma itself. Further study is required

of the trade-off between the problems of higher ignition temperatures for D-D

rich fuels and the advantages discussed above.

The wave reactor device has been shown to yield cooling rates sufficient

to stop most of the back reaction of CO and 0. to CO™. This gas cooling techni-

que can be managed within the constraints of high strength steel alloys (e.g.,

Incalloy) without severe design constraints. Similar devices are under con-

struction and testing now so that the technology may be considered to be in

the development stage. Further fast cooling of the exit gases to below 1800 K

is accomplished using a fast heat exchanger placed immediately following the

wave reactor. Ceramics appear to be the best material for the temperatures

involved; these are also in the development stage and have achieved the cooling

rates required.

The CO separation process relies on the relatively new, but commercial

COsorb system. Because of the somewhat proprietary nature of this process

one can only obtain its operating characteristics and not the detailed chemistry.

However, the technology is now available and the only major uncertainties may

be in the operating costs (e.g., reliability and maintenance) for the process.

Alternative conventional technologies for separation (e.g., liquifaction)

have been identified and may be the technologies of choice once a total system

optimization is carried out.

The remainder of the C0-to-H_ conversion process is supported by conven-

tional technology. In this sense the first and second law efficiencies repre-

sent idealization of known processes which will yield more definitive values

with further analysis. The prognosis for overall yield efficiency of approxi-

mately 40% is competitive with other thermal processes producing hydrogen.

Since most of the chemical plant uses conventional technology, this system

may have cost and technology advantages over other, more exotic, thermochemical

processes for hydrogen production. These advantages must be balanced against

the need for technological development of the high temperature reactor blanket

and wave reactor/fast heat exchanger combination.
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F. A HIGH TEMPERATURE FUSION REACTOR DESIGN*
Presented by J. F. de Paz, Argonne National Laboratory

This paper summarizes an effort to develop an engineering design for a

high temperature (> 1000 C) fusion reactor. The design effort ir> based on

the use of a tokamak fusion source that has a major radius of 7 m, an aspect

ratio of 3, an assumed Bt of 0.07, a plasma elongation factor, K, of 1.8, and

a thermal output of 3000 MW. All the reactor design parameters were chosen

as a result of previous efforts to produce the most economical, least techno-

logical complicated design.

The blanket design took as its basis four major goals. These were: (1)

the capability to produce process heat at a temperature in excess of 1000 C;

(2) the development of a design that would allow the direct use of a non-

activated process heat stream without recourse to the use of a high-tempera-

ture exchanger as a mean.* of isolating the primary coolant loop due to concerns

over transported radioactivity; (3) the elimination of ceramics as structural

materials in the reactor; (4) the system should be nearly self-sustaining

with respect to tritium breeding and this should be done in a way to ensure no

contamination of the process heat stream.

The approach to a high-temperature fusion reactor blanket design suggested

by this report attempts to avoid the problems of static designs through the

use of a cerariic falling bed. As a high-temperature blanket concept, the fall-
2

ing bed it; particularly attractive in that it allows the decoupling of the

structural materials from the high-temperature heat transfer medium. As shown
2 3

in recent studies ' , by actively cooling the structural walls,, modest tempera-

tures (̂  500 C) can be maintained while producing a high (> 1000 C) tempera-

ture in the falling ceramic pellets. From a feasibility point of view, this

may prove much more reasonable than would the construction of an integral struc-

ture capable of withstanding 1000 C temperatures. Such a system also minimizes

the pumping requirements to a few hundred kilowatts of power due to the fact

that it can be operated at low pressures. Because of the high density of the

falling particle bed compared to more conventional coolants, a relatively small

* A more complete description is available in "A High Temperature Fusion Reactor
Design," S. D. Harkness, J. F. de Paz, M. Y. Gohar, and M. C. Stevens, Proc.
14th IECEC.
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volume throughput is sufficient to absorb the energy output of a fusion reac-

tor. For example, if Al.O. is used as the coolant media at an entrance tempera-

ture of 300 C and an exit temperature of 1000 C, a throughput of less than two

tons per second is required to absorb an output of 1000 MWof thermal energy.

The main neutronic design considerations for the falling bed high-tempera-

ture fusion blanket concept are the energy fraction deposited in the high tem-

perature region, the tritium breeding ratio, the induced radioactivity, the

afterheat, and the biological hazard potential. A major objective of the high

temperature fusion blanket design is to facilitate the deposition of as large

a fraction of the neutron fusion energy in the high temperature region as pos-

sible. The falling bed high-temperature fusion blanket concept can be designed

such that ^ 0.90 of the total available neutron and gamma energy is deposited in

the high temperature region if the tritium breeding is sacrificed.

The performance of several representative blanket designs is presented

in Table 1. The key points to be noted from this study include: (1) tritium

breeding ratios near 1 can be achieved for any of the combinations of breeder

and pellet materials while depositing a minimum of 25% of the total energy in

the high-temperature zone. A maximum deposition of 51% of the total energy

was achieved in one of the designs; (2) the total energy produced by the sys-

tem was higher when MgO or Al_0 beds were chosen instead of SiO_; (3) for a

given system, the choice of MgO or Si0? resulted in higher tritium breeding

ratios than did Al20_; (4) the use of H-0 instead of He as a structural

coolant gave relatively higher tritium breeding ratios and lower fractions of

the total energy deposited in the high-temperature bed.

The use of water as a coolant resulted in slightly lower radioactivity

levels (3%), biological hazard potential (2.5%), and afterheat (2.6%) compared

to using helium as a coolant. The radioactivity in the high temperature region

shows a minimum with with SiO- in comparison with Al_0_ and MgO after 10

seconds from the shutdown. The principal contributor to the induced activity

in the Al?0 and MgO cases is Na-24.

Based on the above analysis and material considerations, MgO was selected

as the reference pellet material. The water coolant with solid breeder is ex-

cluded from the reference design based on safety considerations. Liquid lithium
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TABLE 1 - The Neutronic Performance
of a Number of High Tempera-
ture Fusion Blanket Designs
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was not considered for a cimilar reason. This left either He or steam as the

coolant as the primary choice with Li 0 as solid breeder. Li 0 was selected

over Li7Pb, because of the desire to use part of the energy generated in the

tritium breeding region to preheat the ceramic pellets prior to their intro-

duction to the reactor blanket. This is done to maximize the amount of energy

that the system produces at 1100 C. The use of the higher outlet temperature

afforded by the higher melting point Li_0 (in comparison with Li_Pb-) is impor-

tant in achieving this objective.

The thermal analysis of the pebble bed and heat exchanger system requires

the investigation of two related phenomena; the gravity flow of the pebbles

and the transfer of heat through and out of the pebble bed. This investigation

has yielded values for several design parameters and suggested a configuration

for the walls of the falling bed blanket.

In summary, a conceptual design of a blanket for a 7 m tokamak reactor

has been developed that is capable of producing 1100 C process heat at a pres-

sure of ^ 10 atmospheres. The design is based on the use of a falling bed of

MgO spheres as the high temperature heat transfer system. By preheating the

spheres with energy taken from the low temperature tritium breeding part of

the blanket, 1086 MW of energy can be generated at 1100 C from a system that

produces 3000 MW of total energy while sustaining a tritium breeding ratio of

1.07. The tritium breeding is accomplished using Li 0 modules both in front

of (6 cm thick) and behind (50 cm thick) the high temperature ducts. Steam is

used as the first wall and front tritium breeding module coolant while helium

is used in the rear tritium breeding region. The system produces 600 MW of

net electricity for use on the grid.
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G. FUSION BLANKET MATERIALS TESTS"
Presented by J. Fillo, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Fou: materials (silicon carbide, alumina, calcium-stabilized zirconia,

and magnesia) considered for use in fusion blankets for synthetic fuel pro-

duction were exposed to flowing steam and a combination of steam and hydro-

gen at temperatures up to 1668 K and flow velocities of 10 m/sec, which are

characteristic of proposed blanket conditions.

The length of a test run was usually 90 hours, but three over 200-hour

runs were also made. The steam-only runs produced significant erosion of

the silicon carbide in nearly all cases, but the zirconia, alumina, and

magnesia were not affected until the long-term runs at higher temperatures

were made. The silicon carbide results show an exponentially increasing

erosion rate with a steep rise above 1500 K. The penetration rate of 2 mm/yr

for silicon carbide in steam at 1400 K increased to 6 mm/yr at 1600 K, while

rates for alumina, zirconia, and magnesia were below 0.1 mm/yr.

Increasing the flow rate of steam over the samples at 1400 K by a factor

of four (the corresponding flow velocity increases from 10 to 40 m/sec) did

not affect the erosion rate of the samples significantly. The silicon carbide

erosion rate increased 28% but was within the general scatter of the SiC data.

The magnesia rate was actually lower and the alumina and zirconia gained weight

very slightly.

Steam containing 32 to 44 vol % hydrogen caused a large increase in the

erosion rate of alumina, zirconia, and magnesia at elevated temperatures. The

temperature above which the erosion rate greatly increased was 1400 K for

magnesia, 1550 K for alumina, and 1600 K for zirconia. The penetration rates

below these temperatures were less than 0.1 mm/yr; however, 100 K above these

temperatures, the penetration rate increased four to six times and continued

to increase with temperature. The erosion rate of silicon carbide was un-

affected by the presence of hydrogen in the steam. A comparison of steam-

hydrogen results for all four ceramics is shown in Figure 1. Yttria-stabilized

zirconia showed no weight loss in steam plus hydrogen in tests conducted to

1700 K.

Carboi, dioxide was substituted for steam and hydrogen in several runs up

to 1670 K, and no significant weight losses were observed in magnesia and

Published in Trans. Am. Nuc. Soc.
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zirconia. Of the materials tested in a non-radiation environment, aluminia

and zirconia appear to have acceptable weight loss characteristics for future

blanket applications.

Critical to the successful operation of the BNL two-temperature-zone

blanket concept is the performance of the insulator separating the two

temperature zones. In addition to low thermal conductivity, the insulating

material should have high resistance to radiation damage, should maintain its

structural integrity in the coolant/radiation environment, and should have low

density to minimize total internal heat generation within it.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the materials tested in air, argon, and

helium in a non-radiation environment. The thermal conductivity tests in helium

were limited to temperatures on the order of 800 C due to the power requirements

of the heater, so that the data shown at 1000 C are extrapolated values. At

this temperature there appears to be not much difference between the five

insulations tested. The zirconia felt is the lowest at 0.40 W/m-K and the

alumina-silica mat the highest at 0.54 W/m-K.

In summary, the zirconia felt has the lowest thermal conductivity at

1000 C but its density is three times that of the carbon felt and two times the

alumina-silica mat density. The graphite felt would give equal insulating

properties in helium to the zirconia felt with 25% more thickness, and the in-

crease in weight would still make it one of the lightest of the insulations;

therefore, at this point, graphite felt would be the preferred insulation.

Of the materials tested, though, all have approximately the same thermal conduc-

tivity values in the temperature range of interest, and would be acceptable

for the blanket applications.
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Table 1
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INSULATORS IN THE TEMPERATURE

RANGE OF 300 TO 1000°C

Vlatls/m- °K

ALUMINA-SILICA MAT 8 lbs/ft.3

CARBON FELT 5lbs./M.3

GRAPHITE FELT 4 Ibs./ft.3

ZIRCONIA FIBROUS BOARD
24 Ibs./fl.3

ZIRCONIA FELT I4lbs./ft.'

AIR
300

.06

.07

.08

1000

.22

NA

NA

.14

.17

ARGON
300

.07

.11

.11

.07

.08

1000

.28

.29

.27

.14

.17

HELIUM
300

.24

.24

.26

IS

.18

1000

.54

.51

.51

.49

.40

ALUMINA, ZIRCONIA, MAGNESIA AND
SILICON CARBIDE IN FLOWING
STEAM AND HYDROGEN*
20 TO 35 fi/sec

"5-8 wt%

1500 1600
TEMPERATURE CK)

Figure 1.
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H. PRODUCTION OF SUBSTITUTE NATURAL GAS BY A FUSION HYBRID REACTOR COUPLED
TO A CATALYZED COAL GASIFICATION PLANT*
Presented by B. Fryer, Exxon Nuclear Company, Incorporated, and
J.P. Gallagher, Jr., Exxon Research and Engineering Company

The present study is a joint undertaking by the University of Washington

(UW) and Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. (ENC) to investigate the feasibility of

producing synthetic gaseous fuel by means of fusion and to provide a scoping

design for a plant. Unlike the other approaches which use pure-fusion reactors

with very high-temperature blankets to produce hydrogen, the approach here is

to use a fusion-fission hybrid reactor to produce substitute natural gas (SNG)

from the low temperature Exxon catalytic coal gasification process and simul-

taneously to breed fissile fuel. This has the following advantages: 1)

The fuel produced uses a variant of conventional technology and is adapted to

existing forms of fuel transport, 2) The use of a hybrid fissile-producing

blanket multiplies the fusion neutron energy by a large factor over the pure-

fusion case, allowing lower fusion-driver gain and first-wall loading, 3) The

simultaneous production of synthetic fuel has a favorable affect on the fissile

cost; although the synfuel cost is not greatly affected because of the pre-

ponderant SNG plant cost, A) More nearly conventional coolant temperatures are

possible in the blanket than for pure-fusion drivers with hydrogen derived from

splitting of water, and 5) Both outputs of the fusion-hybrid reactor are in

storable form; only a minor portion of the plant revenue is from the sale of

electricity.

The lowest temperature applications of fusion-hybrid thermal power at moder-

ate temperatures, compatible with a hybrid blanket, are catalytic gasification

to produce methane (SNG), or mixtures of CO, H_, and methane—intermediate-Btu

gas (IBG). The present work limited the plant design to the SNG case, where

the function of the fusion hybrid reactor is to provide parasitic heat inputs.

Choices have been made for the hybrid-blanket fuel material (UC), coolant outlet

temperature (1500 F ) , and blanket coolant (He).

The primary design tasks have been in the following areas: The fusion-

hybrid driver reactor; blanket neutronics and thermal hydraulics; fusion-

hybrid .1anket design; the electrical and thermal transport fusion/synfuel

Abstracted from "Production of Substitute Natural Gas by a Fusion Hybrid
Reactor Coupled to a Catalyzed Coal Gasification Plant," UWFPP-6 (October 1979)
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system; the synfuel plant interface and costing of the fusion-hybrid SNG

fue combination.

The fusion driver chosen for the plant is the Reverse Field Pinch Re-

actos (RFPR), analyzed by Los Alamos for the pure-fusion case with electrical

power production, but adapted and extended to the case of a hybrid blanket with

thermal and electrical outputs matched to a SNG plant.

Engineering the hybrid blanket at a coolant temperature of 816 C has

presented major problems, many of which cannot be resolved in a study of

the present scope. Three possible blanket types are analyzed, and a design

involving flowing particulate UC fuel is taken as the basis of our reference

plant design.

The uranium-plutonium fuel cycle has been selected for the reference de-

sign. This option provides adequate energy multiplication and, together with

a continuous refueling process, offers advantages in potentially high-load

factors and in eliminating power swings.

Figure 1 is a flow plan of the ER&E catalyzed coal gasification process.

The CH,, CO , CO, and H_ in the product gas are cryogenically separated to

produce a pure CH, output stream, and the CO and H? are recycled to the gasi-

fier where their exothermal heat of reaction helps sustain the methane-producing

reaction. The result is a system of high-conversion efficiency:

_ Gas Heating Value _
oonv. erf. - C o a l H e a t i n g V ai u e + N u ci ear Heat "

 U - b U

The resulting SNG plant, when matched to the 3030 MW(th) fusion-hybrid re-
11 4

actor produces 5.58x10 Btu/steam-day with a coal input of 3.14x10 tons/steam-
3

day and water consumption of 3.26x10 gpm.

In summary, for the 3030 MW(th) fusion-hybrid reaction, 2320 kg of Pu/yr,

6808 MW(th) of CH, substitute natural gas, and a small amount (68 MW(e)) of

electric power is required for the SNG plant mechanical drives and the RFP

fusion reactor, with 60 MW(e) left over for sale. This is produced by two

direct-cycle gas turbines and electric generators. The turbines receive

helium at 1500 F from the blanket heat exchangers through the central hot-

helkum header and discharge it at 1006 F to six steam generators. These pro-

duce 1701 MW(th) of 950 F steam at 1250 psig for distribution to the SNG plant.

This steam is used for coal drying and topping of the gas cleanup and separation
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units. The 390 F helium from the steam generators passes through the two

precoolers and enters the compressors of 95 F. The return helium header re-

ceives helium from the compressor at 361 F, 900 psi, whence it is heated by

the 40 blanket modules. The RFPR hybrid blanket multiplies the 313 MW(th)

of fusion neutron energy by 10 to produce the reactor thermal power of

3130 MW(th). The heating value of the coal feed is 8212 MW(th).

EXXON CATALYTIC GASIFICATION PROCESS

CO2

FEED *
COAL

MAKEUP _
SATALYST

CATALYST
ADDITION

RECOVERED
CATALYST

CATALYST
RECOVERY

GASIFICATION

CH«
CO,
CO

ll2

H2O

PREHEAT
FURNACE

COOLINGS
SEPARATIONS

STEAM

CH4

CO/Hj
HECYCLE

RESIDUE

Figure 1. Schematic Flow Plan Of The ERSE Catalytic Coal
Gasification Process.
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I. NITROGEN FIXATION WITH FUSION HEAT*
Presented by I. H. Rovner, General Atomics

INTRODUCTION

The Wisconsin pebble-bed process for fixing nitrogen involves heating

air to about 2000 C, followed by a rapid quench to avoid decomposition of

the nitric oxide formed. Fusion may make such conditions available in a

ceramic oxide blanket, at a reasonable cost. Process calculations have been

carried out to explore the characteristics and optimal design parameters for

the process. The design selections are flexible and give relatively broad

maxima in process efficiency so that the process energy requirements can be

designed to be compatible with the characteristics of the fusion energy heat

source.

The commerical production of fertilizer currently employs natural gas

as both heat source and feed stock (Haber Process). An alternate approach
1 2

that looks promising is the Wisconsin Process. * Although this process was

itself developed to replace the electric arc process and a 40 ton per day

semi-commercial plant was built and operated experimentally, it could not

compete at a time when cheap and abundant natural gas was being introduced

to the market place. With the current rapid escalation in natural gas cost

and the increasing realization of the finiteness of fossil resources, it

may become competitive.

The Wisconsin Process carried out the direct thermal reaction of the

nitrogen and oxygen in air. Temperatures of about 2000 C or above are re-

quired. The nitric oxide produced readily oxidizes in air to nitrogen

dioxide NO (or N-0,) which is dissolved in water in the presence of excess

oxygen to give nitric acid. The acid is then neutralized with ammonia or

limestone for use as a fertilizer.

The temperatures required are very high, but it may be within the capa-

bility of a fusion reactor to provide them. The unique feature of D-T fusion

(assuming the most easily utilized fuel) is the form in which the energy is

released. Eighty percent of the energy is carried by 1A MeV neutrons which

* A more complete description is available in "Nitrogen Fixation with Fusion
Heat," L. H. Rovner, K. J. Mysels, D. D. Peterman, and D. W. Kearney, Proc.
14th IECEC.
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very penetrating and easily pass through the wall of the plasma-containing

chamber while losing only a few percent of their energy. The chamber wall,

therefore, serves to prevent cross-contamination by providing the necessary

vacuum isolation of the fusion reaction chamber while allowing for the appro-

priate process conditions in the surrounding blanket. The energy is deposited

in roughly a i m thickness of the surrounding structure, depending on the

nuclear cross-sections of the materials present.

The major fraction of the energy is therefore carried directly to the

process, eliminating the need for transmitting it as thermal energy through

a structural wall (i.e., a heat exchanger). This greatly reduces the thermal

stresses to which the wall would otherwise be subjected and may provide the

capability for generating very high temperatures directly in a refractory

material which is thermally insulated from the enclosing wall and other struc-

tural members.

A very important process constraint may follow from the necessity for

maintaining self-sufficiency in breeding tritium. The breeding is accomplished

by the absorption of neutrons in lithium-containing blankets surrounding the

fusion reaction. The breeding is inevitably accompanied by a certain energy

deposition, which will typically amount to nearly two-thirds of the net reac-

tor energy. It is unlikely that this energy will be produced at the highest

temperatures because of the limited refractory nature of the lithium compounds

and the need to control tritium mobility (although one possible approach is
3

being suggested) . The relatively small fraction of energy available at maxi-

mum process temperatures may therefore put a constraint on the efficiency

with which a process may be coupled to the fusion reactor heat source. A

preliminary analysis of the nitric oxide process is presented, together with

an examination of its thermal coupling to a fusion heat source.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Nitric oxide is thermodynamically unstable at room temperature but de-

composes at a negligible rate. As the temperature increases it becomes in-

creasingly stable, but even at 3000 C the equilibrium concentration in air

is only 7%. The rate of formation, and of decomposition, becomes significant

at about 1500 C and increases rapidly with temperature. Thus, even though
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some nitric oxide forms at high temperatures, much of it decomposes upon cool-

ing unless very rapid quenching is carried out. The Wisconsin process ob-

tained this quenching by passing the gases through beds of half-inch pebbles

of magnesia, one bed being heated by the hot gases as they are being quenched

and the other bed being cooled by inlet air which is itself being preheated.

The role of the two beds was interchanged at regular intervals by appropriate

valving.

The influence of process conditions on the yield of nitric oxide calcu-

lated from these expressions is shown in Figure 1. The dashed curve is the

equilibrium NO concentration as a function of temperature. For the solid

curves, the abscissa shows the temperature and the ordinate shows the NO con-

tent at that temperature of a 1 atm mixture (0.5 N /0.5 0.) which has been

brought to equilibrium at 2600 C and then quenched at the constant rate in-

dicated on each curve. As may be seen, the composition follows the equili-

brium line during cooling for a distance (in terms of temperature) which de-

pends on the cooling rate, and then departs from it to become constant at

low temperatures. The faster the cooling rate the sooner the departure from

the equilibrium line and the higher the final yield. The horizontal portion

of the curves indicates that quenching has been completed by the time the

temperature has decreased to 1500 C - 1700 C.

At the high temperature end, it can be seen that even for a quench rate

as high as 10 C/sec, the NO dissociation kinetics are too rapid above 2400 C

for any significant improvement in final yield. Similarly, if the quench rate

is to be only 5 x 10 C/sec, there is no incentive for attempting to achieve

temperatures above n0 C - 2200 C (at 1 atm). The quench rate achieved in

the pilot plant was aLjUt 2 x 10 C/sec so that Figure 1, therefore, defines

the interesting process temperature range for the thermal fixation of nitrogen

to be in the approximate interval 1500 C - 2400 C.

PROCESS MODEL

Since the nitrogen fixation process requires very high temperatures, the

blanket must be configured so that the air passes through a ceramic region

capable of accommodating these temperature levels. The further requirements

of quenching and air preheating appear to demand a design which both allows
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rapid heat transfer rates and utilizes recuperation at high effectiveness.
4

Figure 2 schematically illustrates a concept to accomplish these functions.

The blanket region would be typically 1 m thick to prevent direct neutron

heating in the quench beds ("recuperator"").

Pebble-beds are utilized to enhance heat transfer rates by maximizing

surface area and gas phase mixing. (Fluidized beds appear to be precluded

by geometrical constraints and differing blanket orientations to the gravita-

tional field.) Inlet air, assumed preheated, enters the recuperator and passes

over pebbles that have been previously heated due to quenching of the exit air.

The air temperature rises in this process and it enters the stationary blan-

ket where primary heating takes place by transfer of the thermal energy de-

posited in the ceramic blanket pebbles due to neutron and gamma interactions.

Upon entering the rotating recuperator on the exit leg, the heated air (̂  2000 C)

passes over cooled pebbles and is quenched, freezing in the nitric oxide. This

process could also be accomplished in a stationary recuperator in which flow

reversal is achieved by a sequencing of flow control valves, as was done in

the Wisconsin Process pilot plant.

The temperature of the air exiting from the recuperator is determined by

the neutron heat input from the plasma, and the physical characteristics of

the pebble-beds and air flow. The air could be withdrawn at any temperature

up to the 1500 — 1700 C quenching temperature for the nitric oxide and utilized

to provide energy for a co-process. For a plant dedicated solely to nitrogen

fixation, however, the air must be brought down to near ambient for the HNO,

reaction. This could be efficiently accomplished by lenghening the recupera-

tor or by employing a second recuperator (coventional or itself a pebble-bed

exchanger), possibly placed at a distance from the plasma chamber.

The thermal efficiency of the energy input to the blanket was taken as

the ratio of the chemical energy utilized in making NO (90 kJ/mole) to the

total thermal energy input, V . An overall process efficiency was also cal-

culated. This value takes account of the process auxiliary power requirements

for the air circulation, for the liquefaction and compression of the make-up

gas, including excess oxygen needed to enrich that inlet air and complete

the oxidation through the HNO,. The circulation power is derived from the

calculated pressure drop and the power for air separation was taken as 300kwH(e).
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Figure 1. Calculated Fraction Of No Retained During Quenching Of
A Gas Mixture Initially Equilibrated At 2600°C. The Quench Rate
Was Assumed Constant At The Indicated Values.
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HIGH TEMP INSULATION

STATIONARY PEBBLE BED
BLANKET
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ROTATING PEBBLE BED
RECUPERATOR

fcK » AIR
Figure 2. Schematic Of Rotating Pebble-Bed Compact Heat

Exchanger Concept
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RESULTS

PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS. Typical results are shown in Figure 3, in this

example for 10 atm, 50% oxygen enriched air and 1 MW of neturon energy deposi-
2

tion in the 1 m cross section of the blanket and quench beds. For a given

pebble-bed ball diameter the thermal efficiency curves have a characteristic

shape, initially increasing with increased flow rate but then passing through

a maximum value. The physical basis for this variation can be understood by

reference to Figure 1. For the small flow rates, high gas temperatures are

reached, but full advantage of the large equilibrium NO fraction is not realized

because quench rates are relatively small. The efficiency increases with in-

creasing flow rate because of the larger volume flow containing a nearly con-

stant percent of NO. However, the maximum gas temperature reached in the

blanket is decreasing and the peak in the thermal efficiency comes when the NO

yield begins to decrease significantly.

The maximum thermal efficiency achieved increases monotonicallv with de-

creasing ball size due to the more effective quench. The quench rate increases

from 4 x 10 C/sec to 15 x 10 C/sec for the three curves shown, and this

results in increased NO yield. The gas temperatures at the maxima correspond-

ingly come at slightly increasing temperatures with decreasing ball sizes and

are in the range of 1900 - 1950 C.

The process efficiency is smaller due to the auxiliary power requirements.

At low flow rates the two power requirements, for circulation through the blan-

ket and for make-up air and oxygen, are comparable. The latter is proportional

to the quantity of product and so follows the same variation as the thermal

efficiency curve. The circulation power, however, increases with increasing

flow rate and with decreasing ball size with the results shown in Figure 3.

The pumping power is obviously quite substantial. Pressure drops on passing

through the blanket and pebble bed increase from 0.3 to 1.5 atm near the pro-

cess efficiency maxima as the ball size decreases from 5 to 1.5 cm. The over-

all process efficiency is therefore limited to significantly smaller values

than the thermal efficiency, and it passes through a broad optimum for a ball

size of about three centimeters. This is probably just as well from a process

design viewpoint as sintering at these high temperatures is enhanced by small

ball size.
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SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS. The calculation of process efficiency is not con-

cerned with the physical source of the thermal or mechanical energies, which

arc? simply assumed to be available as needed. However, in terms of the facility

and efficiency with which the reaction may be coupled into a fusion reactor as

energy source, this energy split is of much imporcance. It has been pointed

out above that, for a reactor self sufficient in tritium breeding, only about

a third of the net reactor energy is likely to be available at the very high

temperatures required for reaction of the inlet air. The major fraction of

the net reactor output energy would have to be used at lower temperatures,

either as process heat or after conversion to mechanical or electrical energy

forms. Some of this energy, at least, is needed to satisfy the auxiliary power

requirements for air enrichment and circulation for the nitrogen fixation pro-

cess.

The auxiliary power requirements can be shown explicitly by replotting

the data in Figure 3 in the format shown in Figure 4. The abscissa is the

heat equivalent (assuming 40% conversion efficiency) of the fraction of the

total fusion reactor energy being used as auxiliary power. The solid curves

are for a fixed pebble bed ball size. The dashed line in the envelope obtained,

by varying ball diameter, for the maximum process efficiency that can be achieved

for a given fraction of energy being utilized as auxiliary power. The curve is

relatively flat indicating that the process efficiency is not sensitive to

selected process conditions.

The curve value at 67% on the abscissa represents a process utilizing all

of the reactor energy, without need for co-generation or a co-process. The

process efficiency obtained under this constraint is fortuitously within 10%

of that for the optimum process design, indicating that the coupling of the

process to the fusion heat source characteristics is quite good. A listing

of the derived process design parameters for this reference case is given in

Table 1. For the simplified calculation employed here to be valid, the pebble

bed alternation rate needs to be greater than about one cycle (revolution) per

minute. The calculated temperature cycling rate suggests a somewhat greatar

rotation rate would be desirable to avoid large temperature cycling. The gas

and ball temperatures listed are time average.
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TABLE 1 - Process Design Parameters for Fusion
Nitrogen Fixation (67% of Total Pro-
cess Energy Used for Auxiliary Power)

Air Pressure
Air Flow
Ball Diameter
Energy Deposition
Maximum Gas Temperature
Maximum Ball Temperature
Temperature Cycling (MgO balls)
Quench Rate
NO Yield
Thermal Efficiency
Process Efficiency

10 6 Pa
6 kg/m^-sec
0.015 m
1 MW/m2

2O7O°C
2125°C
4 °C/sec
16 x 10 3 °C
1.57%
28.3%
11.4%

C/sec

A plant dedicated to a single product would be convenient. But it is

also interesting to note that the process characteristics are such as to allow

for a range of process design parameters, while maintaining a nearly constant

process efficiency. Figure 4 indicates that a good deal of flexibility is

available in the initial plant design (the dotted curve) in selecting the

fraction of the breeding blanket heat to devote to the nitrogen fixation pro-

cess. This would allow for choosing to design the plant for co-generation or

for coupling with a co-process while only slightly altering (and actually in-

creasing) the efficiency with which the nitrogen fixation is being carried out.

The nitrogen fixation process would also permit a peak-shaving mode of opera-

tion if co-generation were selected, with a larger portion of the power directed

to electricity production during peak load hours. In that situation, the ball

size would be fixed by the initial design selection and the solid curve on

Figure 4 would be applicable. These curves are also relatively flat so that

periodic smaller or larger withdrawals of the available energy to generate

electricity could be made while maintaining a relatively high efficiency for

the nitrogen process.

Another important process design characteristic is the influence of wall

loading, PtT, on process efficiency. The implications are two-fold. First,

w
conceptual design analyses suggest that the cost of energy produced by a
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fusion reactor will be an inverse function of the energy loading incident on
4

the wall. The results from one study are indicated by the dashed line in

Figure 5. Calculated process efficiencies for the nitrogen fixation are plotted

in the same figure for comparison. The efficiency increases with decreasing

wall loading in a manner to nearly offset the increasing cost of energy. Thus,

the wall loading becomes a less important design parameter in an economic

analysis and would give more flexibility to the process designer in selecting

critical design parameters. For example, for tokatnaks the required magnetic

field strength could be reduced, or wall lifetime could be increased, without

incurring a substantial economic penalty if the reactor were being used for

this process.

Since any high temperature process application and the tritium breeding

both need to receive energy directly from the fusion neutrons, there is a po-

tential conflict between them in competing for space in the blanket region

of the reactor. However, the improvement in process efficiency with smaller

energy density in the pebble-bed blanket for the air fixation of nitrogen

implies a minimum interference with the breeding of tritium. The breeding

blanket can be placed to receive the full neutron flux. The process heat

blanket can be placed behind so that the smaller residual energy carried by

the neutrons after having passed through the breeding blanket would actually

give increased efficiency to the nitrogen fixation process.

DISCUSSION

Some comment on the relatively low projected efficiency is perhaps

necessary. If the process was leading to an intermediate energy product,

the 10 - 15% energy efficiency would probably be intolerably low. This is

because more efficient alternate routes to the same product (or substitutable

ones) would be available; for example electrolysis and thermochemical water

splitting both appear to be viable alternate routes for producing hydrogen,

at efficiencies in the neighborhood of 50% or more.

There also appear to be alternate routes to fertilizer production that

would need to be considered. First of course is the current appro?".h based

on methane. The energy requirements (including that contained in the methane

serving as feedstock) actually used in this process are comparable to or
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greater than are being projected for the modified Wisconsin Process being pro-

posed here. Assuming ,fusion becomes an economically competitive energy source

at some time in the future, fixation of nitrogen by reaction of air would

therefore also become a competitive route for production of fertilizer. That

it would also eliminate the need for burning up a dwindling natural resource

would appear to give the fusion process a clear edge.

Since the first step of the Haber Process is the reforming of methane
^ fit

to produce hydrogen, a means of directly processing hydrogen for fusion energy '

would represent another alternate process for producing fertilizer. However,

water splitting to obtain hydrogen is a more energy intensive process than the

air fixation of nitrogen. Since the fertilizer production requires one and

a half hydrogen molecules per nitrogen, a 12% efficient air process requires

5.5 MW(t)-hr/tonne HNO_ whereas a 50% efficient water splitting process would

require an investment of 6.2 MW(t)-hr/tonne HNO.,, The direct nitrogen fixa-

tion would also be likely to offer simplicity and plant capital savings com-

pared to water-splitting and so appears to be the preferable process in this

comparison as well.

CONCLUSIONS

The thermal fixation of nitrogen by reaction of air therefore has several

promising features. It is a simple process and would utilize the unique po-

tential capability of a fusion reactor to generate very high temperatures in a

region isolated from the heat source. It is compatible with tritium breeding

and the resultant energy-temperature heat characteristic of the reactor appears

to be economic by comparison with competitive processes and is conservative

of non-renewable resources. It also allows for flexibility in plant design and

for operation in a co-generation mode or for the co-production of other chemi-

cal products, while maintaining nearly constant efficiency for tne nitrogen

fixation process.

Several improvements appear possible over the Wisconsin Pilot Plant. Maxi-

mum pebble-bed ball temperatures would be somewhat lower and the higher operat-

ing pressure proposed would increase the thermal efficiency and reduce relative

pumping power requirements for better overall process efficiency. By providing

the high temperature heat increment from fusion energy instead of internal
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combustion as in the pilot plant, the fusipn process would avoid consumption

of oxygen which adversely affects the nitric oxide yield, and power for oxygen

enrichment to the optimum 50:50 mixture becomes reasonable as well. The

higher pressure would also reduce the size and cost of the nitric acid plant,

and its efficiency would be increased by improved separation techniques that

have become available more recently.

The major problems will be materials related. Chemically, refractory

oxides would be expected to prove adequately inert, but the influence on their

physical properties due to very high temperature cyclic operation in an in-

tensive neutron field is unknown. Design development will also be necessary

for achieving very high interior temperatures with 500 - 600 C structural walls,

as well as for the valving or rotating seals for the pebble-bed heat exchanger.
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J. HIGH EFFICIENCY POWER CYCLES - PART I

Presented by J. R. Powell, Brookhaven National Laboratory

. Fusion reactor reference designs have generally used standard power cycles

(usually a steam turbine cycle), which result in a gross efficiency in the

range of 30 - 40%, depending on reactor blanket operating conditions. {The

single exception has been the first ORNL design which used a potassium topping

cycle in conjunction with a steam bottoming cycle].

A number of advanced power cycle concepts have been proposed for fusion

reactors that could lead to much higher fusion to electric efficiencies, ty-

pically in the range of 50 - 60%. This would considerably reduce the unit

capital costs in $/kw(e) for the fusion reactor, as well as enhancing its en-

vironmental desirability.

These advanced power cycle concepts generally involve substantially

higher working fluid temperatures than would be the case with conventional power

cycles. Because of the unique nature of fusion energy, i.e., the deep penetra-

tion capability of 14 MeV neutrons, it appears feasible to generate very high

temperatures in the interior of the fusion blankets, while maintaining the

thermally insulated first wall and structural material at the relatively low

temperatures compatible with present structural materials. The hot interior

can then be directly cooled by the working fluid for a high efficiency power

cycle.

High efficiency power cycles are of great potential importance for fusion

synfuel production. First, if used with existing or near term low tempera-'

ture electrolysis methods, they can yield respectable overall efficiencies

for fusion to hydrogen energy. For example, a 55% efficient electrical genera-

tion power cycle driving 90% efficient electrolysis cells (e.g., the GE solid

polymer electrolyte cells) would yield an overall efficiency of 50%, fusion

to hydrogen chemical energy. With high temperature electrolysis and hybrid

thermochemical hydrogen processes coupled to high efficiency power cycles

even higher fusion to hydrogen efficiencies appear possible, approaching 70%.

The types of blankets needed for high efficiency power cycles will be

quite similar to those proposed for synthetic fuel production. Both require
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a two temperature zone construction with the first wall and structural material

maintained at a considerably lower temperature than the hot interior. Success-

ful development of synfuel blankets will thus, in a very large part, lead to

the capability for high efficiency power generation. Power machinery R & D,

specifically high power cycles will still be necessary, however.

Four advanced power cycle approaches are considered here (the wave energy

exchanger is discussed in the following presentation). These are:

• High Temperature Steam Turbine Cycle (FAST Cycle)

• Dissociating Gas Turbine Cycles

• High Temperature Inert Gas Turbine Cycles

• MHD

The flowsheet for the FAST power cycle is shown in Figure 1. Some por-

tion (or all) of the steam in a steam turbine power cycle is directly super-

heated in the hot interior of a fusion reactor blanket to a temperature much

higher than the 'u 1100 F maximum temperature achievable with conventional heat

exchangers. The hot steam then expands through a turbine with an appropriate

number of reheats. The projected overall efficiency of the FAST cycle is

shown in Figure 2 as a function of turbine inlet temperature. Pressure drop

in the circuit (blanket, pipes, and heat exchangers) has an important effect,

and "optimistic" and "pessimistic" bounding values are shown. Additional

reheats beyond the three indicated in Figure 2 have only a minor improvement

on effciency. The effects of turbine mechanical efficiency and recuperator

effectiveness have been investigated; the 90% values shown in Figure 2 appear

representative of performance in large power systems.

Power cycle efficiencies in the range of 55 - 60% are projected with tur-

bine inlet temperatures in the range of 2000 - 2800 F. The lower end of this

range corresponds to the level now achieved by large gas turbines. With blade

cooling, temperatures up to ^ 3000 F appear achievable. Transpiration and

film cooling are two promising approaches for this application.

A very important advantage of the FAST cycle is that it uses the lower

temperature heat extracted from the first wall and blanket structure in an

effective manner. This energy is used to generate the steam for the cycle,
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which is then superheated in the hot blanket interior. Cycles that do not

effectively use the low temperature heat will have a severe penalty on over-

all cycle efficiency for the reactor since approximately 40% of the fusion

energy release is extracted by the low temperature steam that cools the first

wall and blanket structure. The FAST cycle achieves a relatively high percen-

tage of Carnotefficiency taking into account both temperature inputs, since

it uses the low temperature energy as an integral part of the cycle to generate

steam.

The blanket design and materials for the FAST cycle are quite similar to

those for the HTE process steal" blanket design. In both approaches, a hot

oxide refractory is directly cooled by high temperature steam, with the lower

temperature first wall and shell cooled by pressurized water. R & D on HTE

fusion synfuel blankets will be applicable in a very large part to the FAST

cycle, leaving the principal development task to be the development of a steam

turbine with blade cooling.

The second advanced cycle option is the dissociating N.,0, power cycle.

Dissociating gas cycles, or Feher cycles, have been examined for a number of

years. The appeal o f this approach is the substantial reduction in compressor

power and thus increase in cycle efficiency that is achieved when the working

gas recombines at the low temperature portion of the power cycle. In effect,

the Feher cycle is between a Brayton cycle, where the working gas molecu-

lar weight remains constant, and the Rankine cycle, where the working gas con-

denses to a liquid in low temperature condensers.

Various gases have been proposed for the Feher cycle, including NH, and

SO. The mopt promising gas appears to be N ?0,, which reversibly dissociates

to NO.. The NjO, cycle has been extensively studied by the USSR in connec-

tion with a gas cooled, fast breeder application, and a number of circulating

gas loops have been constructed.

Figure 3 shows the cycle efficiency for the N_0, cycle as a fut.ction of

a standard He Brayton cycle and a condensing cycle. The N O , cycle has a sub-

stantially higher thermal efficiency, approaching 40%, at a source temperature

of 550 C. Efficiencies in the range of 50 - 60% appear possible with the high

temperature conditions achievable in two temperature zone blankets.
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As in the FAST Rankine cycle, the N O , cycle will make effective use of

the low temperature (T - 300 C) heat removed from the first wall and structural

shell of the blanket modules. This energy would be used to thermally dissociate

the N9O. to NO at a temperature of i> 200 C, after passing through the compres-

sor.

The N.O could directly cool the first wall and structural shell and then

pass into the hot blanket interior for further heating. The dissociating gas

has a very high specific heat, resulting in heat transfer coefficients com-

parable to those for boiling water. [This is a major reason for its considera-

tion in a gas cooled fast breeder reactor.! For the much lower power densities
2 3

characteristic of fusion reactors (e.g., ̂  5 watts/cm vs. ^ 500 watts/cm for

fast breeders), N_0 gas will be an excellent coolant.

There has been no investigation of N.O as a coolant for fusion reactors.

It appears quite promising and should be further investigated. The N,0, cycle

could probably use standard gas turbine technology with turbine inlet tempera-

tures on the order of 1600 - 1700 F.

The third power cycle option is the more conventional inert gas Brayton

cycle. A limited amount of work has been carried out examining its application

to fusion reactors.

The inert gas Brayton cycle is severely penalized by having a substantial

portion of the fusion energy deposited in the lower temperature first wall and

blanket structure. This energy .iiust be converted at relatively low efficiency

which reduces the overall efficiency for conversion of fusion energy to elec-

tricity.

Table 1 illustrates the type of performance that could be achieved with

an inert gas turbine power cycle. [These results are taken from a United

Technology study on inert gas Brayton cycles for fusion reactors.] The total

reactor thermal power was assumed to be 3093 MW, with one-third deposited in

the low temperature (i400 C) SAP blanket structure of a minimum activity reac-

tor. The inert gas coolant flowed from the compressor outlet through the low

temperature region of the blanket then to a regenerator, followed by the high

temperature region, and finally the turbine inlet. With a 2000 F turbine in-

let temperature and no recovery of reject heat from the turbine circuit, the
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overall efficiency is only 32Z. With a steam bottoming cycle working on the

reject heat, overall cycle efficiency increases to 42.5%. This could be

boosted to approximately 50% with higher turbine inlet temperatures, e.g.,

approaching 3000 F, but this would require R & D on turbines, either with

cooled blades or urcooled refractory metal (e.g., Mo) or ceramic blades.

The fourth option is an MHD power cycle. Here, very high interior tem-

peratures are required in the blanket, i.e., on the order of 2500 K, to achieve

sufficient thermal ionization of an alkali metal seeded (e.g., Cs) inert gas

stream (e.g., He) for an MHD cycle. Graphite appears to be the best material for

the fusion blanket interior at such temperatures. It is compatible with alkali

metal vapor at high temperatures (but not at low temperatures, e.g., ^ 300 to

500 C, where thermally stable intercalation compounds can form).

Scoping "tudies of MHD power cycles for fusion reactors have been carried

out by Rosa. Figure 4 shows a typical flow sheet for an MHD cyilo, assuming

an exit temperature of 2800 K from the hot interior of the blanket. The isen-

tropic efficiency of the MHD channel is taken as 0.75, which appears achievable

with current MHD practice. The high temperature regenerator would be similar

to the switch flow pebble-bed regenerators that have been developed for air

preheating in an open cycle MHD.

The overall thermal cycle efficiency for the portion of energy extracted

from the hot blanket interior is estimated as 65%. Averaging in the efficiency

for the low temperature heat, i.e., n ^ 0.35, and the fraction of fusion heat

appearing in the low temperature region, f "v 0.33, the overall cycle efficiency

for use of the fusion energy would be reduced to approximately 55%.

The four options thus result in an efficiency range that is on the order

of 50 - 60Z, with inert gas Brayton cycles being on the low end of the range, and

and the FAST cycle being on the high end. The choice between the cycles will

probably depend more on the relative technical difficulty of the different

cycles, and their compatibility with the fusion reactor and tritium breeding

requirements. MHD appears the most difficult of the technologies because of

the very high temperatures that are required, and the FAST cycle the easiest.
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K. HIGH EFFICIENCY POWER CYCLES - PART II
Presented by Professor A. Hertzberg, University of Washington

A variety of high temperature turbine, energy exchanger and MHD power

conversion options exist which may lead to a high thermal efficiency system.

One of the most promising power conversion options consists of an energy ex-

changer/turbine topping cycle coupled to a Rankine or Brayton bottoming cycle.

The energy exchanger concept involves enthalpy transfer between fluid streams

in direct contact with one another by using unsteady compression and expansion

wave processes. The operating principles of the energy exchanger are based

on an idea first put forward by Claude Seippel of the Brown-Boveri Corpora-

tion in 1941. A practical device of this type is composed of a series of

parallel tubes attached to the periphery of a rotating drum in a manner analo-

gous to a revolver chamber. The tubes alternately pass into confluence with

stationary gas supply and exhaust chambers at each end of the drum. By prop-

erly adjusting machine parameters and gas properties, the wave processes can

be made stationary in space with the result that the fluid inlet and exit con-

ditions also approach steady flow. An application of this principle is the

device known as the "comprex" supercharger. In this device, hot high pressure

exhaust gases from a diesel engine are used to scavenge and compress the in-

let air charge.

Following this first device, a more advanced class of machines was in-

troduced which utilize the same basic principles but incorporate some addi-

tional features which make them attractive for a variety of uses besides vehicu-

lar transportation. Many applications have been proposed and some have been

or are being carried out in the area of chemical processing, aerospace tech-

nology, and central station power generation.

The additional features incorporated into these advanced devices include

the use of multiple compression waves to eliminate losses in the tubes due to

a single shock compression wave and the use of a condition known as impedance

matching which allows complete transmission of compressive waves from one gas

to the other without reflections nt the contact surface separating the two

gases. In particular, this condition requires that the product of the density

and the local sound speed be the same in the two working fluids. The impedance
Y T

matching condition can alternately be stated as Jrr = Const, where y is the

specific heat ratio, T is the temperature, and M is the fluid molecular weight.
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This impedance matching relationship allows considerable variation in the out-

put temperatures, for a given input temperature, by adjusting the molecular

weights and y of the driver and driven gases. For example, potassium

molecular weight of approximately 40 at a temperature of 2000 K is impedance

matched to helium at the same pressure with a molecular weight 4 at a tempera-

ture of 200 K. Since the helium has the same total enthalpy as the potassium

under these conditions, it is capable, therefore, of the same work output

potential. Weatherston and Hertzberg showed that in the ideal situation of

perfect enthalpy (i.e., impedance) matching, the shock losses could be minimal

and the enthalpy exchange efficiency can be nearly perfect.

Figure 1 shows the complete ideal gas compression-expansion cycle in a

single tube of the energy exchanger (Figure 2). The horizontal axis refers

to positions along the length of the tube. The tube is open at both ends and

can be filled with driver gas and driven gas, separated by a narrow interface

(dashed line in Figure 1). The vertical axis indicates successive instants

in time during one complete compression-expansion cycle of the energy exchanger.

At any given time in this cycle the solid and dashed lines in Figure 1 show

the instantaneous position of the expansion or compression waves and the gf.s

interference in the tube. As time progresses, these waves and the gas inter-

face move along the tube. This poston-like action transfers the enthalpy from

the driver gas to the driven gas across the interface. By choosing the molecu-

lar weight ratio, we can control within wide limits the temperature of the

compressed driven gas. High temperature materials problems are eliminated or

mitigated to a large extent in the energy exchanger by the continual cycling

of the low temperature driven gas through the tubes.

At the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) a large, high temperature

superheater version of the energy exchanger was built and operated as a hot

(4500 K) hypersonic wind tunnel. The Cornell wave superheater was an important

demonstration of high-temperature, high-mass throughput energy exchanger opera-

tion. The multiple-tube "gattling gun" design produced a quasi-steady stream

of superheated air for flight simulation and re-entry physics. Helium, pre-

heated by pebble heaters, was used as the driver. The only limit to the high-

temperature capability of this device proved to be the practical rotor tip

speed which could be achieved. Extensive preliminary design analysis and
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exploration?, including maximum temperatures and pressures, interface mixing,

and other losses were carried out. The device proved to be exceptionally rugged

and few mechanical problems were encountered. The machine was immediately

pressed into use as an operating wind tunnel.

In a recent paper, Hertzberg, Dawson, and Rose have suggested that the

energy exchanger is particularly applicable to closed Rankine cycle power sys-

tems for fusion reactors. The condensation phase of the Rankine cycle will

act as a fluid separator. This is important since it potentially takes care;,

of any leakage or mixing between the two gases and makes the widest use of

the enthalpy matching principle. In their calculations they utilize a liquid

metal Rankine topping cycle to maintain the peak working pressure of the topping

cycle at a modest level.

When using the radiation boiler and its high temperatures (1800 - 2000 K)

to raise the overall efficiency to attractive levels, the energy exchanger is

one of the few methods available for extracting work for a medium above 2000 K,

and it is particularly adaptable to the use of relatively heavy working fluids

such as potassium, sodium, and mercury which have been explored for use as Ran-

kine cycle topping fluids. The driven gas is a light gas such as helium which

in turn drives a conventional gas turbine.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of a power generation system utilizing a wave

energy exchanger and the low temperature light gas driven turbine in the topping

cycle. The thermal efficiency is enhanced by using the high temperature top-

ping cycle with reheat with a conventional steam reheat Rankine cycle. This

binary Rankine cycle is shown in a temperature-entropy diagram in Figure 4 in-

eluding the superimposed temperature entropy diagrams of the saturation domes

of the working fluids. The cycles follow a liquid phase compression process

(1-2, 10-10') heating (2-3, 10'-11), boiler (3-4, 11-12), superheating to state

5 and 13, partial expansion and reheating to states 7 and 15. The toppi g

cycle passes heat to the lower cycle through it condensor. The bottoming

cycle rejects its heat through its condensors at temperatures T . = T . At

some design points regeneration may be required.

Figure 3 shows the basic components and the cycle state points are shown in

Figure A. In addition, the wave energy exchanger and the low temperature light
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gas—driven turbine, which cannot be easily identified from the temperature-

entrophy diagram, are also shown in Figure 3. For reasons of simplicity, the

reheat processes of both topping and bottoming cycles in Figure A are not

shown.

The thermal efficiency of the reheat cycle discussed above has been cal-

culated for potassium as working fluid in a topping cycle with system para-

meters listed below:

working fluid potassium

maximum cycle pressure 100 to 500 psi

minimum topping cycle temperature 530 - 1000 K

pump efficiency ideal

topping-to-bottoming cycle AT 283 K

turbine efficiency 90 - 95%

energy exchanger efficiency 60 - 85%

cycle pressure drops small

The operating conditions were chosen to minimize the technology requirements.

For example, the 90 to 95 percent turbine efficiency used is conservative for

large turbines (> 100 kW) since the turbines in the topping cycle are operat-

ing at lower than conventional temperatures. The cycle pressure drops were

found to be small due to large temperature differences across all heat trans-

fer .surfaces.

The bottom cycle proposed is relatively simple; practical power plants

often utilize much more complex cycles. Therefore, the cycle efficiencies

calculated can be considered conservative for current technology.

Figure 5 shows the thermal efficiencies of the topping cycle and binary

cycle as a function of the rejection temperature of the topping cycle. The

calculations were performed for operation at 2000 K (1700 C) at a maximum pres-

sure of about 500 psi. Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the overall results

to the efficiency of the energy exchanger. This is, of course, a critical

component, and the technology base is still being developed. The thermal

efficiency decreases between 4 and 6 percent for each 10 percent reduction of

energy exchanger efficiency. This sensitivity is relatively low. These figures
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Figure 5. Potassium Rankine Binary Cycle With Energy Exchanger
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show that for a working fluid temperature of 2000 K, utilizing potassium, an

overall thermal efficiency of about 70 percent can be achieved with wave energy

exchanger efficiencies of 85 percent. For energy exchanger efficiencies of

only 70 percent, 60 percent overall thermal efficiencies are achieved. This

lack of strong sensitivity to component efficiency is typical of very high

temperature cycles. It appears that even modest energy exchanger efficien-

cies may be sufficient for our purposes.

Heavy noble gases such as argon could also be used in Brayton cycles

with approximately the same results. This would permit a different choice of

the neutron absorption system in the blanket and avoid any possible alkaline

vapor material corrosion problems.

In conclusion, as the peak cycle temperature increases, the potential

for high thermal power conversion efficiency increases. The energy exchanger

component allows high peak cycle temperatures to be used for example in an

alkali metal vapor binary cycle. Figure 6 shows this kind of potassium vapor

binary cycle with and without an energy exchanger to illustrate the advantages

of an energy exchanger. A conventional steam cycle is also shown for compari-

son. Thus, the energy excahnger component allows thermal conversion efficien-

cies which are nearly double the efficiencies available in the conventional

power plant.

The energy exchanger is a general power conversion concept, and it should

be practical to fit it to a range of high temperature fusion blankets. Deter-

mining the optimum approach will require more extensive study than has been

carried out to date.
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L. TFTR BLANKET MODULE EXPERIMENTS*
Presented by D. L. Jassby, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

The TFTR (Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor) will offer the first opportunity

for reactor-prototypic fusion blanket experiments using 14 MeV neutrons. The

unique features of the TFTR include an extended D-T fusion-neutron source and

a neutron spectrum (including backscattered neutrons) that are characteristic

of a practical toroidal fusion reactor, as well as sufficient test volume for

prototypical reactor blankets. This paper outlines proposed blanket experi-

ments and the conceptual design of an Engineering Test Station which will pro-

vide structural support and utilities/instrumentation interfaces for the blan-

ket modules.

ENGINEERING TEST STATION (ETS)

The ETS will be located in one bay of the TFTR, between adjacent toroidal

field coils, as shown in Figure 1. The ETS can support blanket modules with

dimensions up to 75 cm in width, 85 cm in height, and 105 cm in depth, and

with a deadweight up to 4 tons. Interfaces to all utilities and instrumen-

tation are made via a shield plug stationed on the same pallet as the test

module. The installation and removal of a test module are carried out by re-

mote techniques.

RANGE OF EXPERIMENTS

Table 1 shows how the neutron production requirements can be met for a
2

large number of proposed TFTR blanket experiments. Still other experiments

could be conducted, such as chemical fuel production and radiation damage

testing of electronic components. Typical values of power multiplication Q =

0.5 and pulse length = 0.5 to 1 s are assumed in planning most of these ex-

periments. Each of the initial D-T experiments can be performed in a single

run of only 3 to 10 pulses.

In addition to satisfying specific objectives, the TFTR blanket experi-

ments will provide general (and unique) engineering experience in certain im-

portant areas of blanket operations: (i) blanket dosimetry measurements in a

Tokamak reactor environment; (ii) remote handling of blanket modules; and (iii)

methods of insuring electromagnetic isolation of the blankets from the Tokamak

plasma.

* Published in Trans. Am. Nuc. Soc.
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Table 1 . NEUTRON PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS FOR TFTR BLANKET MODULE EXPERIMENTS

A. EXPERIMENTS NOT REQUIKINC NEUTRONS

• Electromagnetic Response of Blanket Modules

• Flow of Liquid Metale In Tokaraak Magnetic
Field Configuration

Required Fluence
(Fusion Neutrons)

Full-Power _ Qp ac Required No.
Pulae Length(a) beam*20 MW of Pulses**

0.5 - 100

0.5 - 100

Earliest
Date*

1982-b

B. EXPERIMENTS REQUIRING ONLY D-D NEUTRONS*

• Blanket Dosimetry - Initial Operat. Experience

• Elanket Ncutronlcs

• Remote Handling of Blanket Modules - Operational
Experience

C. EXPERIMENTS REQUIRING 1 TO 10 FULL-POWER PULSES
OF D-T NEUTRONS

• Blanket t.'eutronics With Reactor-Prototypic
Spectrum

« Neutron Streaming

• Measurement of Tritium Breeding Ratio

• Measurement of Fissile Breeding Ratio

• Blanket Dosimetry - Reactor Prototypic Experience

• Power Deposition Profiles

D. EXPERIMENTS REQUIRING PROLONGED D-T PULSING
(30 to 100 Pulses)

• Hot Blanket Experiments

• Electrical Power Demonstration

•>.1012/cm2, & 1010/cm2/s

M O 1 3 / ™ 2

KU)

x 10 /cm /hour

14 2
0 /cm /hour

0.5

0.5

0.5

vl0 1 2 /cm

•UO13/crn2

vio13/™2

•UO1 3 /cm2

-H0I3/cn,2

•x.1 to 3 x

, t. 10 1 2 / cm 2 / s

l 0 1 3 / c m 2

0

0

0

0

0

l

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

. 0

1.5

5.0

0.002

0.002

0.002

-30

30

1000

1982-b

1982-b

1983-.

0.5

K30

£30

1983-b

0 .5

0 .5

0 .5

0.5

O.S

1-10

1-10

1-10

1-10

i io

1983-b

1983-b

1984-a

1983-b

1984-b

1985

1986

E. EXPERIMENTS REqUrRING * 1000 FULL-POWER PULSES
OF D-T NEUTRONS

• Insulator Radiation Damage (Organlcs)

*

1.0

In deuterium o p e r a t i o n , from 1 to 102 of tlie t r i r o r i i-c-icrion products bum up, producing lA-HeV neutronB.
* Interval between pulses • 5 r.o 10 rain.
+ V denotOH I'-t hiill' and "b" denoteH 2ml li.ilf ot v ( . i r .

0.5 to 1 ?2000 1986
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Figure 1. TFTR Engineering Test Station (ETS).
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TRITIUM BREEDING MODULE

The first TFTR blanket module will contain lithium-breeding elements

and is being designed to provide a practical set of integral neutronics data

that relate the measured fusion-neutron source characteristics to the measured
3 4

blanket tritium production. ' By combining neutron and gai.<ma-ray dosimetry

measurements, power distribution data as well as reaction rate profiles will

be obtained. The breeding performance of a heterogeneous blanket located in

a specific region of a toroidal reactor can presently be estimated with an un-

certainty of no less than a factor of 1.35 to 1.5, for a given total fusion-

neutron production rate. By benchmarking blanket design codes with the neu-

tron source and blanket performance data to be obtained from the TFTR experi-

ments, this uncertainty should be reduced to a factor of about 1.2, so that

the blanket coverage factor needed to achieve tritium self-sufficiency in a

given toroidal reactor can be specified more closely.
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